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I. IMTRODUCTIGR

The shortage of vegetable oils ineident to the ear

has made the investigation of every possible source of

supply desireble. The extraction ef oil from acorns

has never been conducted en a large scale, although the

use of aeorns ae food and the possibility of using a-

corn oil has received some attention. This inveetiga·

tion is concerned with appropriate methods of solvent

sxtracting oil from acorns.

A ¤¤¤b¤=· <>f
problems are presented in the process of obtainlng oil

° from an oleaginous seed. The most important of these

from a commercial standpoint is the availability and

probable price of the rse material and the value of

the oil to be extracted. Such information as could be

obtained, both as to the cost of ecorns, and the value

of the oil, ls included in this dissertation. The

second problem relates to preper storage of the nuts

after harvesting. Such information es sees requisite

to the solution of this problem has been obtained. The

third problem, in the case of such seeds as acorns, is

the removal of the ehells. This eas done satisfacto·

rily using a machine built for shelling cocoa—beans.
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There are two general

methods for obtaining oil from oil bearing seeds ex-

pression and solvent extractlon. Expression censists

in retalning the 011 bearing material ln a container

and forcing the o1l out of it by exertlng pressure on

lt. The container retains the solid material but is

perforated, slotted or porous to permlt the oil to

flow out. üost cottonseed, flaxseed, olive and penut

olle are produced by expression. In sclvent extrac•

tion the oil bearing material 1s mdxed with an oil sol-

vent for a period of time sufficlent for this selvent
T

to penetrate the material and dissolve the oil. Liq-

uid and solid are then separated as completely as pos-

sible. The oil solvent mixture, mlseella, is dis- A

tllled to produce oil and recover solvent. The solid

material, ratfinate, containing solvent ls dried ln a

drier equipped with a solvent condenser so that this

solvent may also be recovered. The raffinate drier ls

often deslgnated se a solvent evaporator. The extent

of oil remcval by solvent extractlon ls increased by

the number ot contacts between solvent and oil bear-

lng material. All commercial oil solvent extractors

are operated in a countercurrent manner to make the

most effective use of solvent. Soya oil, corn oil,

and cocoa-butter are produced by solvent extractlon.
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Solvet extraction has the advantage of removlng al-

met all of the oil from the seed and can he used on

uaterlal of low oil content, shlch is not the case

with •zpresaion•

The experimetal work of I

this research eas largely the solvent extraction cf I

oil from acornse Cocoa butter eas also extracted,
i·QI

and the extractlon of these two olle is oompared.
‘\

It is deslrable at the

start to define acorn oil, since it ie a ulxture of

eompounds„ Accrn oil is the water inscluhle liquid

squeesed from acorns by presslng them. lt ls also

the material extracted from acorn meat by almost any

solvent, with the exception of water, and recovered

from the sclvent—extract mixture by evaporation of

that solvent• The amount of this solvent soluble

material series aldely with the sclvent emplcyed to

extract lt, end it might be more appropriate to refer

to the ether soluble fractlcn, the n•butanol soluble

fraction, etc•, rather than to oil. It hee been cus-

temary, however, to call this material oil, and since

the other phrases are aekeard, they will not be us•d•

Tere has not been much emphasls placed on the

Variation ln quantlty of oil extrected hy different
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solvents by other investigators, although most re-

ported analyses of olesglnous material do lndicate

which solvent was used for extraction• Ihen it is

required to compare an extraction with what would be

expected in an ideal stage, it is necessary to use

the same solvent for extraction and analysis,

A graphical method

for the solution of leaching problems has been devel-

oped by J, U, ßlgin and its utility extended by G, Y,

Kinney, This method has been used to compare the amount

of extractlon obtained in a particular experiment with

that theoretically expected in an ideal extractor.

Where the extractlon is carried out ln a number of

separate stages, there is little difflculty in compar-

lng the results with those required by the same number

of ideal stages, In the case of a continuous extrae-

tor the number of ideal stage: which will come closest

to te actual performance of the extractor ls calen-

lated, ,_

The purpose of this investi-

gation is twofolds-—(l) development of an appropriate

continuous countercurrent extractio process for the

recovery of acorn oil, and (2) comparison of experi-

mental results with those calculated by Elginls method,
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The experimental part of the work involves processing

about 700 pounds of acorns and the production of acorn

oil. The theoretical part relates the extraction of

acorn oil to solvent extraction theory, includes small

scale experiments carried out tor the purpose ot clar·

ifying this theory and relating it to actual extrsc-

tions, and shows the utility and limitations ot these

graphical calcu1ations•
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II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE

‘1‘hsrs is

evidence that acorns were eaten es food well before

written h1story•6‘ The great respect in which oaks

were held, the ceremony with which the high priest of

the Druide every year cut away the parasitical plant

which cllngs to it; the very name of the Druide, de-

rived from a Celtic word signifying oak, indicate

that in some renembered time oaks played an important

part in the economy of these people•

ms
*Panthrcpheon,* and Prentic•55 in 'Hunger and History,*

record the following! The Spaniards and Arcadians re-

garded the acorn as a delicious article of food•

Pluiry reports that in his time the Arcadians had the

nuts roasted in wood ashes to soften then, and served

them with dessert, according to ßhanpier this custom

stlll existed in Spain in the sixteenth century,

The regulation made by Chrodegand, Bishop of hats,

about the eighth century, for the canons, says express-

ly, that if, in an unfavoreble year, the acorn or flour

should fall, it will be the duty of the bishop to pro-

vide 1t•
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I

When Du Bellay, Bishop of Mans, case to Francis I

in 1546 to represent the frightful misery of the prev-
e

inces to that monarch, he assured the king that in

many places the people had nothing tc eat but bread · ‘

made of acor¤s•
‘

according to Virgil, agriculture did not arise

until the supply of acorns ran short• A

In Greece the Valona oak forms eonsiderable for-

ests, especially on the lower e1opes_of Geygetos and

on the Island of Grete, Its acorns, which are large

and variable in shape, are one of the commonest arti-

cles of trade in the basaars and are eaten either raw -

or cooked es doubtless they were eaten in prehistoric
I

t1mes•

§g;pLg_ggg;gg• Acorns for food purposes may be

divided into two classes, bitter and sweet, The acorns
V A n

most palatable to man are those of the Illex ballota _
’

of the Iberien peninsula and North Africa, the Querous

aegilops of the Orient, the Quercus emoryi of the

southwestern United States and northern Mexico, and

Quercus michauxii of the southeastern United States•6‘

*In California the acorns of the Quercus lobetaé

and Quercus arifolia are auch used by the Indians,

The acorns are long elliptical in outline, an inch

and a halt in length by a half inch or more in d1ameter•
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The kernel is rather bitter but more palatable than

any of our eastern oaks and quite nutr1tious,*‘7

*Hany of our oak trees beer edible fru1ts„ The

White oak (Quercus alba) sometimes has sweet acorns

that are palatable nnen raw, but in most cases the

nuts must be roasted or otherwise prepared to elim-

inate the bitter taste.*36

Verill,69 reports eating sweet acorns as a boy„

He concludes that lack of care and crosspollinaticnwith

bitter varieties have spoiled many trees, since

he later tried acorns from the same trees and found
”

them bitter•

While seems es
such were eaten as described in the preceding section

they have been and probably to a limited extent still

are made into breade Newb•rry,‘7 describes the prep-

aration of acorn bread by the American Indians,

. *They (acorns) are prepared for eating by grind-

ing the kernels to a kind of coarse flour, this is

mixed with water to a thiek paste; a circular depres-

sion with raised edges is made in the send, into nhich

the paste is poured. A fire is then built over it and

it is half baked, half steamed, to the Indian taste•

This treatment takes the bitterness from the acorn and
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the resulting cake, though according to our notion

somewhat lacking in cleanliness, is well flavored and

wholesome.*

Webster,71 ln the American Encyclopedia, outlinee

a method very similar to the Indian's for making an

acerh bread.

¤Take ripe acorns, deprive them of their skins

and heat them into a paste, steep them in water for a

night and then press them dry which will take out

their astringent quality. Then dry the mass and re·

duce lt to powder to be kept as flour or meal when

wanted. Form this inte dough, knead it and meld it

into thin cakes, which may be baked on an iron plate

er in embers. This has been used, but we cannot rec-

ommend 1t.f

Percher53 states, *Frem the acorh a kind of meal

is produced which makes excellent bread, provided that

a little harley meal be mingled with it to ceunteract

its astringent qual1ties•“

Acorns have apparently then been used as food and

when appropriate varleties are selected and preperly

prepared the result is satistactory.

§ggggg;_§gg_gg_4gg;gg. The only present exten•

sive use of acerns is as food fer animals and this is
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rather mare accidental than calculated, Pigs are

encourageito forage in woods in which acorns are a-

vailable; Wild animals eat acorns and are reported
~

particularly fond of certain variet1es,5l In this

same reference, discussing the importance of the oaks

of the Tennessee Valley, Perry5l states, *Th• acorns

are a great potential source of food for man and

beast,”

Figurals gives a method for preparing acorns as

*a satlsfaotory and palatable food for man,* «

Huraoksöé reported the results of an electric

treatment of horse chestnuts and aoorns;

Limonov and Kaluginfo produced alchol from a·

corns, as did Sugizaki,65•66

References to acorn coffee have appeared from

time to time, Garrettzl records, *1t is stated that

in Germany acorns are sometimes chopped up and roast•„

ed to be used medicinally by invalids as coffee; by

this process cf raost1ng_much of their astrlngency is

destroyed,” Porcheräß says of this coffee, *Ihe acorn

coffee, which ls made from roasted and ground acorns,

is sold in large quantities, and frequently with rath-

er a medicinal than economical view, as it is thought

to have a wholesome effect upon the blood, Acorn

coffee ls, however, made and used in many parts of
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Germany for the sole purpose of adulterating gen-

uine eoffee•'

ggggngggl. Table I, 011 Content of Acorns, shows

that oil ls present in all the varieties of acorns 1n~

The amount present

varies from 2,5 to 16.0 percent by ue1ght.‘ A number

of anslyses of acorn give the

results presented in Table II, Constants of Acorn Oil:.
'

äutchinsßl says of acorn eil, 'This oil, 1f ever

produced commercially in sufficient quantity, eould be

satisfactorlly used tor edibls purposes•' ·

Wittkavj states that, *Sinee ecern 011 is similar

in properties and composition to peanut oil, soybean ·

oil, etc., and since the residue left after producing

acorn oil is of value for feedlng animals, 1t is rec-

ommended that ecorns be used in Germany es a source

of 011 for making margarine, soap, etc•° _

There are some possible uses ef acorn oil which

have not been published. It can be hydrogenated like

oottonseed oil to produce a solid fat.1‘ It can be

treated with sulfur chloride to produoe a factice,

for use es art gum, ln adhesives, etc., better than

cottonseed oil, and es well as rape-seed oil•26

V¤hlt¤i¤h68 reported on the progress made in

*ouatombuilt fats,'* and while he does not mention
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acorn 011, its reported constants indicates that it

could be used with other oils for this purpose,

.#2 TABLE I
V
Oil Content of Acorns,

Investigator Variety of Acorn Per cent 011,
by weight,

Bakeré Quercus robur 5,0

Bakeré Quercus rebur 4,7

Crantieldvz ·
4,57 4

Wa1n1¤70 Red Oak 12,87

Iain1o70 Rock Chestnut Oak 2,52

Wainio7U Scrub Oak 11,61

Wa1hio7O Scrub Chestnut Oak 3,52
Iaiuio7o White Oak 3,33

Hutohinsjl Q. palustris 13,40

Relingeräg Q, ilex
l

2,5

Remlingersg Q. suher 3,3

Puntambakerßv Q, ihcena 16,0

uemreüß Q. mm-, 11.02
Sug1zak165 Q, glamca Thumb 3,24
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TABLE II

Variety of Acorn l 011 Constants

ä£ä$ä§§° “§§ä2§"i‘€° iääääl ‘°§ä€‘°
‘§äi‘

at 25°C. 25°C. tion No.

.25 0.909 1.4696 199.3 100.7 —

Q. palustrisßl ·
• 192.9 99.4 7.0

Q. egrifo1ia37 0.909 « 199.3 100.0
·

Q. rubra‘5 0.9141 1.4725 195.3 100.1 4.5

Q. incanaßb 0.9081 1.4594 192.2 85.5 13.0

Q. dilatataßé 0.9084 1.4606 188.4 90.3 22.2

Q. ilexßé 0.9079 1.4594 189.9 83.0 8.5__"·’•
- - 199.2 97.2 -

Note:

For the sake of uniformity the author has con-

verted specific gravities and refractive indexes, re-
‘

ported at temperatures other than 25°C. to 25°C.

Specific gravitiee have been couverted by the formula

given in *M•thods of Ana1ys1s* of the 4.0.4.0.2 In•

dezes of refraction have been calculated to 25°C. by

the formale given in 0riff1h•28



Acorns are not a stand- N
ard article of commerce and consequently there are no Äe

statistics on acorn production or acorn prices. The
‘U??‘\.

Sino—Java Company of How York was sufficlently inter- V i

ested in the possibility of producing oil from aeorns 'u I

to send a representatlve to Georgia to investigate a
U

supply of acorns from that state. Hr, Perry52 inter- V

viewed a number of the oounty agent: who assured him
S

that a large quantity of nuts would be available at

about a cent a pound, -

Some acorns for this research were purchased com- ·

meroially from the Anderson Hardware Company of ander- «

son, South Carolina, är, Brownlz of this company ·

writes, *There is an abundance ot acorns in and near

Anderson, South Carollna„ I have no way of ostlmatiug

how many, but considering all varleties there is an

abudanee, I believe lf it were possible to pay the

pickers five cents a pound and the person thatassem-

blos and stores for shipment about two oents a poud,

that you could be supplied with ecorns enough to ac-

complish your needs•'

Neither acorns nor acorn oil are listed in the

United States Tariff Commiss1on*s report tor 19Al on

“Fats, Gila, and Oil-Bearing Materials in the United

szaeee.¤67
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Thus, while it is certain that acorns are avail—

able, there is no reliable information on the Quantity

produced per year, nor on the value of this crop.

ggtgggtggg, Expressing oil·bearing seeds has the dis•

advantage of leaving around five to ten per cent of

the oil in the cake• Schonfeldés reports that sol~
‘

vent extraction was recognised as early as l8&3 as

affording a means of more complete oil recovery and

that in this year Jesse Fisher of Birmingham, at-

tempted to extract oil with carbon b1su1fide• Ferand

. and millonßj used a mlxture of ether and carbon bi—
F

sulfide in 1855. Deissl*63 in France operated the

first real extraction system in 1856• He employed

carbon bisulfide as solvent•

This system of Deiss*s, Vohl*s extractor and

Seiffert*s battery of extractors are described in

Andes, *Vegetable Fate and Oils.”1 These early sys-

tems ccnsisted of a cylinder (or cylinders) to con·

tain the material undergoing extraetiong a means of

ciroulating solventg a still to separate oil and scl•

vent, returning solvent to the extractor; nd a con—

denser to condense solvent vapor. Sieffert used a

battery of four or more extraction cylinders so that

charging, discharging, and extraetion could be
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carried on at the same time. His system used com-

pressed sir to remove more solvent from the extracted

material than would draln off,
A

Andeal also describes two more elaborate extrac—

tion systems; the Scott and the Garrigue• These ln·

cluded storage for rss material, solvents, and mis-

cella, as well as milla for preparing the material

for extraction, They were both batch systems; the

Scott process employing vertical extractors; the

, Gsrrigue a horizontal, rotating, stea¤»jacketed ex--

tractor„ They advanced the art of solvent extraction

by the introduction ot a contlnuous still to handle

the mlacella and by the inclusion of means of recover•

ing solvent from the extracted materia1•

Ain .' ; ;..•.; 1 .2; 2. . G0I823

gives an account ot the progress of solvent extraotion

in this country, A Bollman type of extractor at Hor•

folk, Virginia, ran local seybeans in l92A·l925 and

attempted to process imported flaxseed, but the pro-

ject was unsuccessful„ During the same period an·

other Norfolk plant used Scott rotary extractors on a

variety of oil•bearing seeds, including soybeans and

copra,

The first successful large•scale operations were

those of the Archer···Dan1els•llidland Company and the
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Glidden Company. They both installed Hildebrandt type
1

extractors in Chicago during 1934 and 1935 for the

extraction ot soybeans• The Glidden plant eas destroy•

ed by an explosion in 1935 but was immediately rebuilt

with e doubled capacity,

Kg§g;n„§9lxgn&_E;§xa§§Lgn• according te Gess,23

there are five solvent systems used in large·scal• _

scybean extraction in this country, Soybeans and

corn germ are hsndled ln a Hildebrandt extrector at

Clinton, Iowa, This installation ls similar to the

two milla in Chicago. Soybeans are processed at De-

catur, Indians, and Decatur, Illinois, in Bollman _

type extractors• The French Oil Mill machine Com-

pany*s process, which ls much like the Bollman sys-
.

tem, is installed at Louisville, Kentucky for sey-

besns• There are Allis·Chalmers installations at
F

Coder Rapids, Iowa, for soybeans; and at Hlram Walk-

er's plant in Peoria, Illinois, for recovering corn

oil from dried dist1ller's grains• A

4

1
In the Hildebrandt system extractlon is carried

out in a large U-tube through which flaked oilseeda

are conveyed, by means of perforated screws, against

a counterflow of solvent,23•29*62

The Bollman extractor uses a vertical series of

si•ve·bottomed baskets which are carried through the
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system on a pair of endless chains. Flaked soybasns

or other oleaginous materials are charged into the

bgsaets and are sprayed with solvent during their pas- A

sage through the extractor•23*29'62

The Allle-Chalmers' extraotor comprises a verti-

cal, cyllndrical column containing a central rotating

shaft fitted with a series of horizontal slotted

plates. Stationary scraper arme cause the solid ma~

terial to fall from one slowly revolving plate to an-

. other, descending against an upward stream of sol-
vent•3’8’23

The Kennedy extractor uses e number of four

bladed paddle wheels to propel the solid material

through a horizontal chamber against a counterflow

of solvent• A Kennedy extractor is under construc-

tion at Hershey, Pennsylvania, fer extraction cf

cocoa buttere
‘A

similar schema ls used in the solvent

extraction system currently offered by the Vulcan Cop·

per and Supply Company•23‘4‘

"Qtgg;_§ygjggg, A great many other extractors are

descrlbed, particularly in patents• References are

glvonäto a good many of these, but since most of them
l

are only variations ot the apparatus already de-

scribed, they can be summarized as fcllows:
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A solvent extractor consists of e closed, sol·

vent•t1ght system into shich oleagincus material may

„ be introduced and conveyed; by gravity, paddles, con»

veyer chain, perforated scres conveyer, perforatsd

haskets, or link belt; against a floulng stream of
”

solvent, (usually countercurrent, sometimes eo·current

in one part of the extractcr, countercurrant in an-

other), then drained of solvent and dlecharged from

e the extractlon part of the system, Keane of admitting

solvent and removing miscella are provided,

The extracted material, after drainlng, is csr~

ried through some type of vapor»lock into a solvent

evaporater where solvent ls recovered and from which

solvent•free extracted sollds are dlscharged,
°

A solvent recovery still and solvent recovery

V system are included in the extraction system although

they, as sell as the solvent evaporator, are not part

of the extractor proper,
13·2°·3°•3°·#2•#8•49•5°·°°

äglgggts, The solvent used must first of all be

a good solvent; that is, lt should penetrate into the

cell structure of the selid and dissolve out the
d•—

sired soluble substances and only these, It must also

be easily removable from both miseella and residue

leaving both the extracted solide and the extraeted
oil in a marketable conditioxuzß
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Gasollne (bensine) is the most videly used sol-

vent because of its heapness and because it eztracts

less color and non•oi1 con•tituents•33"1 The soybeeu

Industry uses hydrocarbons to extract about 350,üO

tens of beans per year„3’8'23 Methylene chloride is

used by Bockwood and Company to extract cocoa butter•13

Table III, Solvents, gives the important physical con-

atants of selvents which are most frequently employee

1n exepg¤e1¤¤,63 Propane and butane have been pro·

pos•d•61

Succeesful extraetlon re-

quires an appropriate feed. *Beans which are for sol-

vent extraction are, after cracking and moderate heat-

ing, rolled into flakes to give the largest practical

amount of surface for solvent contaot• The moisture

content of the beans should be lQ·l2 per cent for bestq

results•*‘l hcäiuney diecusses preparation of tung

mcal for solvent extraction in his articles en solvent

extraction of tung oil,l9'20"3*4T

Belvent extraction has been more successful with

soybeans than elth other oil seeds according to Gossgj

because they are easy to prepare for extraction• The

soybeans can be rolled into thin, firm flakes ehich

retain their structure even after the oil has been

leached from them, Proper methods of preparatieu of
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cottcnseed and flaxeeed for solvent extraction have

not yet been eommercielly perfecteds

„«h eh ja. c w •· steted in his

paper en *Countercurrent and Multiple Extractlo,*

that,
”It

is desirable to have a simple and rapid

means by which, knowing the feeds and equilibria 1n•„

volved, the effects of a definite number of steges can

be calculated, In this way, relative results and ef-

ficlenciee to be expected can be estimated and a deei—

sion made es to ehat will be preferable or feesible in -

prectice,'

Hawleyzv derived formulas for the number of ex~

trecting celle required for a particular process,

These formulas were largely empirical and would not
V

serve tc caloulate terminal conditions,

Bakers gives a method which le diecussed in Bad-

ger end HcCab•,‘ This method is not used if the ratio _

of solvent drained off to solvent retained is e func•

tion of eoncentration,

Ravenscroft4’58 solved the case shere the ratio

cf solvent drained off to solvent reteined varies with

coneentration,

The most general and slmplest method is that de-

veloped by Elg1n„l5 The utility of Elg1n*s triangular
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plot has been greatly extended by Kizmey's method

cf en1a1·gement,3‘ ~

A pseudo-woxmtercurrent schema has been devel-

oped which gives results comparable to those obtainad

in a countercurrent px·ocess,l6•32



TABLE III

Solventséß

Solvaut Boiling Sp. 0.. Sp. Heat, Latent Vapor .
Point, (temp. cal. per Heat, Pressure,

4 _°C. „ is 90.) gram cal. per mm. otßg,” 1
. grau at 2090.

Hoxane 68 Cäöägg 0.4 79 124
ä

Haptana 98 0£7gg6 0.4 74 64
3 .

Benzena 80 Oéßgo 0.41 93 76
. g_

Carbondisulfide 46.5 l;2gg 0.25 90 298
8,

Diothylother 35 0£7igo 0.53 90 442
8.

Acetoue 56 Ozßäé 0.53 125 185
8,.

3 Ethanol 78 0;7ä;° 0.60 125 » 44
a.

Tr1¤h1or~
athylene 87 0.23 57 56

8
Carbon
tetra-chloride 77 0.21 46 91

a.

Kethy1•n•
chlorid• 42 0.25 60 350

8

Ethylanochlorids 99 1.2éoo 0.31 85 61
at
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‘ III. EXPERIHENTAL

Purpose of Study

The purpose of the experimental work of this thesis

ls twofold; first to illustrate solvent extraction theory

end o make clear its application to the extractlon of oil

from oil•bearing materials; second to produce acor oil by

solvent extraction on a pilot plant soale• These two ob•

jeetives are related since the results of the pilot plant

extractions are evaluated by the use of extraction theory

and all experiments, as far as possible, werecarried outl
in such a way as to test the use and limitations of this

theory•

The two purposes for which the experimentatlon was

planned require quite different scale experiments• The

theoretical work could best be carried out working with

grams of material; the practical extractions Iith pounds

of ecorns and gallons of solvent. The experimental

section is therefore divided into two related parts•

A. Small Scale Experiments to Illustrate Solvent

Extraction Theory•

B. Pilot Plant Study of the Solvent Extraction of

011 from Acorns•
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A. SMALL SCALE EXPERIHETS TO ILLUSTRATK
SGLVENT EXTBACTIOH THEOHY.

Plan of Investigation

Two artiticial systems; sand,

acetic acid, water and; sand, acetylene tetrabromide,

acetone; were to be investigated. These systems tulfill

all of the sssumptions required by the derivation of the

theoretieal method for calculation of the results ot sol•

vent extractions. The sand to be used was prepared in

sueh a way that there would neither be sdsorption nor

absorption of solvent or solute. This sand was truly an

inert carrier solid being lnsoluble in solvent, solut•,’

or in mlxtures ot solvent and solute. Equilibriu would

be quickly and certainly established in these systems

since there was no interstitial space within the sand

grains to retsin solute.

The experimentation with these artiticial systems

was planned as a test of the experimental extraction t•ch•

nique employed and ot the correctness of the interpreta•

tion given to E1g1n•s method o! oalculatlon. There was

no question of the velidity of Elgin*s deriwation, so

that, lf the extrection experlments gave results in agr•e•

ment with theory, the experimental procedure would be

proven satisfactory and the interpretation of the exper1·

mental data would be shown to be precise.
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§g§g;gl_§ggjggg„ Artificial systems are of limited

interest in the solvent extrection field and are net

typical of such extractions es that of oil from aeornsa

The extractions in artificial systems were therefore to

he followed by experiments with natural systems to show

the agreement to be expected between theory and experi-

ment in the solvent extractlon of vegetable oil• The

systems selected for study were: inert cocoa matter,

cocoa butter, methylene chlcrideg and inert acorn matter,

acorn oil, n-butanol• The investigation of the systems

containing coooa butter was planned because Rockwood and

Company have made a commercial success of the extractlon

of this oil and, if it could be shown that the extras-

tion of acorn oil was no more difficult than that of

cocoa bntter, acorn oil extractiou would become a com-

mercial poss1billty• whether or not it would be an at-

tracttve possibility would then depend on other factors

than extractability, such es the cost of acorns, the

Yield of oil end the value of the product.

Skellysolve C was chosen for

one solvent because it ls typical of the hydrocarbons

which are the most widely used industrial oil extraction

so1v•ts• Hethylene chloride was to be employed since

it is the solvent used by Rockwood and Company. n·Butanol

was to be used in the acorn oil extraction to see whether
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or not lt would be setisfactory. It would not be

possible to test out any large number of solvents,

nor would such testing be pertinent to this investi-

gation. If these three solvents gave results compet-

lble with theory, solvent extractiou theory, (which

should be valid irrespective of solvent), would be ex-

perimentally verifled for a hydrocarbon, a chlorinated

hydrooarbon and an alcohol as solvents•



Materials

ggggggg, Technical, 99-100 per cent dimethyl „

ketone. Commercial Solvents Corp.

gggg, gggggg, C.P., Glacial, Baker*s Analysed.

J. T, Baker Chem. Co.

gggg, ggggggglgggg, C.P., Baker's analysed.

J. T. Baker Chem. Co,

ggg; äggg, from White Oak, Red Oak and Spanish

Oak Acorns. The Anderson Hardware Oo., Anderson,

South Carolina. The acorn hulls were removed by hand.

The meets were gound in a hammer hill producing a

meal of which 93.2 per cent passed a—35 mesh sieve

and two per cent was retained by an 8 meah sieve.

ßgggggl, n-Butyl Alcohol, distillation range

_ ll§°C. to l18°C. Commercial Solvents Corp.

bremoethane, P 240, Pract. This material as received

contained a small amount of acetone as a stabilizer•

It was washed with water to remove this acetone and

after washinghad a specific gravlty of 2.91 at 25¤C.

reclaimed. This matcrial

was obtained by the dletillation of mixtures of acetone
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and acetylene tetrabromide from a steam bath, The

residue from this distillation was washed with water

to remove traces of acetone and eas used as reclaimed

acetylene tetrabromide• It had a specific gravity of

„ 2,91 at 25OC,

_Qgggg_§;gg;;g; ggg;. This material is the resi-

due from which oil has been removed by an Anderson Duo

Expeller at Rockwood and Company's plant, It was

crushed and then screened, The fraction passed by a

one quarter inch mesh screen and retained by a one
”

eighth inch mesh screen was used for extraction with A

Skellysolve C and methylene chloride, After the ex-

pelling operation there is still some cocoa butter in

the expeller cake, This residual oil is removed by

extraction with methylene chloride in Rocheood*s large

extractor, The amount of coooa butter in the crushed,

.screened cake was determlned by soxhlet extraction eith

both Skellysolve C and methylene chloride, Soxhlet ex-

traction with Skellysolve C gave 8,19 per cent of cocoe

butter, (ßkellysolve C extractable material), in the ex-

peller cake; extraction with methylene chloride gave 7tO

per cent cocoa better, (methylene chloride extractable

material), The crushed cake ses screened to give a

similar to the solid feed employed by Rockwood and Co,



E ääaähxlsasßhlarlds. ¤•P•. Eimer wd A¤¤¤¤¤•

gggg;}„Qggggg, Indicater, Mallinckrodt Chem. Co.

GE;ic gggg +gH2Q, a.R., aallincarodt Chem. Co.

ggggggggggggggg, Indicator, äalllnckrodt Chem. Cc.

ggg;. This was Gttawa Sand from Eimer end Amend

of New York City. It had the following screen analysis!

Screen Test Number 1 2

Per cent between 0.046* diameter
• • • • • •

n lls lt?

Per cent between 0.0328* dlameter
- and 0.0232* diameter. . . . . . . .98.0 98.1

Per cent between 0.0232* diameter _
and oel

This screen analysis shows that there was no cone

sidereble amount of material in this send in the co1lo1·

dal range. *It ls srbitrerily considered that partlcles

with diameters between 0.00l„2 and l„», (10‘7
and 10°4cm.),

are colleids, although there ls no sharp dlstlnctien in '

these extremes. ·-- Particles larger than lßlmsy be r•—

garded es ordinary matter,*~—26 Since all of this sendl

nes plus 0.0164* in diameter there was no colloidal mate•

rial present, and hence the sand neither absorbed nor ad·

sorbed solvent or solute.
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Essentially n-heptane, boiling

range 60 • 70°C. Residue on evaporation less than

0.003 per cent. Skeliy 011 Company.

§gg;gM§;ggg;;g£, A.R., Pellets, Mallinekrodt ,
mxamg CÜI

-

K,

l
apparatus

§ämmg;„§1L1• A Raymond Laboratory H111, Serlal

Number 40127, made by the Raymond Pulveriser Division,

Combustion Engineering Company, Inc. ot Chicago, Ill.

Fig. 1, is a photograph of this mill.

......LsR¤~a .;....v.S¤¤.¤.s„~;:SFe¤ md.12..U §3ad•§.'i1'.¤.a¤„ss
ggeveg. Ro—Tap No. 1663, the W. S. Tyler Co., Cleve-

land, Ohio. This equipment eas used for screen anal-

ysßße

s.aasz;s.taa• Laboratery ¤m¤¤r¤t¤¤’ of
standard specificstionsg soxhlet extractors, constant

temperature baths, burettes, glasseare, balanees and

weights. This equipment eas used es required for ex·

periments and anlyses.
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Method of Procedure

Arena. ev mzeThe

seven laboratory scale extraction experiments all

used the pseudo—countercurrent extraction scheme de·

seribed by Elgin.20 This schema is presented in Fig.2•

Feeds corresponding to the number of extractien cycle:

and partiel extraction cycles employed were weighed out.

Solvent ses measured, (and its weight celculated from

its known specific grevity), and shaken with feed or

partially extracted material in 250 ml. wide mouthed

bottles until aquilibrium had been established. The

contents ot the bottle (extraction stage) were settled

until a reasonably clear overflow could be drawn off

with e pipette. This was the overflow end was trens~

ferred to the next stage or taken out of the system as

indicated by the extrsction schema being followed. The

residue in the bottle was the underflow end its dis—

position also followed the extraction diagram• Each

bottle was tared and was wsighed before end afterevery

_trensfer of cverflow. Thus the weights of the tec

streams, overflow end underflow, were known at every

point in the extraction schema.

The first six of the leboratory_extractions were p

carried out in the menner just described. The seventh

experiment, the extraction of accrn oil from acorn meel '
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with n—butenol, differed from this procedure ln that

the overflownas not fixed, Solvent and feed were

mixed es usual in this seventh experiment but then,

instead of drawlng off the overflow with a pipette,

the contents of the stage were poured into a Buechner

tunnel and filtered. Underflow and overflow were

weighed before passing them on to the next stagea,

Thls experiment is illustrated by Fig, 3, Quantita·

tive Flow Dlagram of the Extraction of Aeorn Heel with

n·Eutanol,

The individual experiments are deecrlbed in Table

IV, Laboratory Extractions,

The experimental conditions for these small scale

experiments are given in Table V, Experimental Cen-

ditions for Laboratory Extractions,

The results ot the experiments are presented in

Table VI, Results of Laboratory Extractlons,

The per cent extrac—

tion is based on the quantity of solute removed, Thue

95 per cent extraction means that 95 per cent of the
' solute originally present in the feed has been extraeted,

The experimental per cent extractlon ls obtained by anal•

ysls es given in Table VI, Experimental extractlons are

tabulated in Table VII, Extractlon in Laboratory Exper1·

mente, and are compared in that table with theoretlcal

extractions oalculated by the graphlcal mehod,
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The miscellas, consisting

in experiment: 1 and 2 cf mixtnres of ecetic acid and

wst•r, were analysed by titraticn with standard sodium

hydroxide solution. The raffinates in these same ex·

periments, mixtures of sand, ecetic acid and water, were

analysed similarly. The specific gravities cf mixtures

of acetone and acetylene tetrabromide were determined

_ st room temperature, 270C., and F1g, 4, Spaexrrc Grav-

ities of sixtures of Acetone und ecetylene Tetrabromide,

was censtructed from these determ1naticns„ The ¤1s~

cellas of experiments 3 and 4, consisting of ecetone

und acetylene tetrabromide, were analysed by determine-

tion of their specific gravity and comparison with F1&•4.

The compositions of the raffinates in experiments 3 and

4 were determined by analysis of the liquid in contact

with the sand, (specific grsvity determination es with

the miscellas), and cslculetion based on the known

weights of sand and liquid. i

The compositions of the feeds in experiments 1,2,3

and 4 were known since the constituents of these feeds

were weighed out. The compositions of the feeds in ex·

periments 5,6 and 7 were determined by soxhlet analysis

with the extractionlsolvent, Skellysolve C, methylene

chloride and n·butano1 respectively.

The miscellas in experiments 5. 6 and 7 were analysed

by evaporeting a weighed quantity of the stream to constant
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weight at lO5°C. in experiments 5 and 6 and at l35°C.

in experiment 7.

The eompesitions ef the ratfinates in experiments

5 and 6 were determined by analysis of the liquid in

contact with the inert material, (evaperation of a

knewn quantity to constant weight as with the m1s•

cellae), and calculation based cn the knewn weights et

inert matter and liquid.

The ratfinate in experiment 7 was analysed by evap—

cration of solvent from a sample ot knewn weight at

135°C. followed by soxhlet analysis ef the solvent

free residue with n~butanol as solvent•
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hw = these

efggglggg.The composition of the theoretical under·

flow depends cn the amount of lnert material present,

(which does not change during an extraction, except as

fine material is carried off Iith the overflcw), and

the compositlon and specific gravity of the liquid

associated with this material,

In all these experiments except 7 the volume of

liquid in the underflow was kept constant„ Thus, knce—

ing the variation in specific gravity of this liquid

with solute concentration, Table VIII, Theoretical Comp¤—

sitlon of the Underflows, was constructed„ Specific

gravitles of acetic acid—water solutions were taken

from Lange•‘2 Specific gravities of acetylene tetra-

brom1de·acetone solutions from Fig. L• Where the change

in concentratlon during extraction was small, es in ex~

periments 5 and 6, the compcsition of the underflow was

taken as ccnstant and the liquid in it given the same

specific gravity es the selvent•

For experiment 7 the xx line was calculated by aver-

aging the weight: of the rafflnates, Re in Pig, 3• The

amout of lnert material was the same ln each of these

so that the average amount of liquid present could be

calculated„ Tis liquid had the composition cf K3. The

specific gravities of accrn oil-btanol solutions at 2§°c•

are given as F1g• 5• Thus from F1g• 5, the amount of
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inert material present, and the volume of solution in

the average raffinate, the theoretical underflows were

ealeulated es presented in Table VIII, Theoretical

Compositlons of the Underflows.

~. 2.2 Th!
information requisite to the prediction of the theoreti-

cal extraction to be expected with a number of stages

equal to the number experimentally employed‘ls available

in Table V and in Table VIII. The method of calculatien
is that proposed by Elg1nl7 as modified by K1nney.3$

A epecimen calculatlon ot
experiment 7 ia given to lllustrate the calculations

which were common to all of these extraction experiment:

and which lead to the results given in Table VII, Ex-

traction in Laboratory Experiments.

Experiment 7 ls a three stage extraction; the feed,
(F), has the eomposition 40.0 per cent acern oil, 60.0

per cent inert material; the solvent, (S), is pure

butanol; 80 grams of selvent are red to A0 graue of aeorn

meal; the mixture of solvent and feed, (J), had he com-

position:

14.4 grams acorn oil ...... 12.0i
25.6

”
inert ...... 21.3%

grzma butanol .....• iggfgä



TABLE VIII,

Theoretical Compositions et Underflous, xx,

Experiment Per cent inert at solute per cent o£a·

0.6 2.0 10,0 15,0 20.0 26.0
1 50,0 50,0 49,8 49,6 49,5 49,4 29,2

2 41,6 41,6 41,5 41,3 41,4 41,0 40,8

3 39,2 39,1 39,0 38,2 37,2 36,2 35,2

4 39,2 39,1 ' 39,0 38,2 37,2 36,2 35,2

5 censtant at 44,3 per cent
I I

6 constant at 33,0 per cent

7 45,1 45,1 |45•O 44,9 ULA,9 44,8 $4,7
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The information is taken from Table VIII for the xx

line. Fig. 6, The 0reph1cal»Ca1culat1cn for Exper1·

ment 7, can nov be constructed. The.pointe F, S, J,

and the xx line have the following coordinates in the

two component system, solvent-solute, plotted in Fig. 6.

F is 4o.e% acern oil, 0.0%-butanol
S is 0.0% acorn oil, 100% butanol ·
J is 12.0% acorn oil, 66.7% butanolxx line:• i

Acorn oil, ‘\Butano1,
‘ ‘

Per cent. Per cent.

0.0
6 64.9 9

500
l

I
10.0 $5.1

20.0 . 35.2 ‘
25.0 20.3 _

Assuelng values of K set correspondins values of

H, since KJR is a straight line, and values of H were

tried until one eas found ehich gave the exact nuber

of stages, three. This theoretical value of E, 22.2%

acorn oil, gave a solvent·free raffinate containing

3.0% acorn oil.

Analysis of the solvent·free raffinate showed that

it contained 3.9 per cent acorn oil, Table VI. The

amount of inert material in this raffinate was the same

as that in the feed, 25.6 grans. Therefore, there were

25.6/0.961 • 26.7 grame of solvent·free raffinate.
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The raffinate contained 26.7 — 25.6 = 1.1 grams of oil.

The feed contained 14.4 graue of eil so that 14.4 · 1.1

•
13.3 graue of oil had been extracted, er 13.3/14.4:108

= 92.4 per cent of oil was experimentally extracted.

The theoretical so1vent·free raffinate, D, in Fig. 6

contained 3.0 per cent of 011 and calculatlng es before

94.0 per cent of the oil should have been extracted ac» —

cording to theory.

The average weight of the raffinate ls 56.9 ßrämß.

This raffinate consists of 25.6 grams cf inert material

and 31.3 grams of liquid of the eemposition H3. H3

contains 3.39 per cent acorn oil by analysis and hence

has a specific gravity of 0.832, from Fig. 5. There

are then 31.3/0.832 ¤ 37.6 nl. of liquid in the average

underflow.

(1} (2} (2} 4 (4} (6} (6}
Acorn oil. Sp. G. height Liquid height Inert, Solvent.
Per cent from in underflow, underflos, Per cent Per cent

Fiä. 5 Grams é3}*25.6
7 I' -

‘

0.0 0.830 31.2 56.8 45.1 54.9
2.0 0.831 31.2 56.8 45.1 52.9
5.0 0.833 31.3 56.9 45.0 50.0

10.0 0.837 31.4 57.0 44.9 45.1
15.0 0.840 31.6 57.0 44.9 35.2
25.0 4 0.848 31.9 57.2 44.7 20.3

The values of per cent gnert in cclun 5 and per

cent solvent in column 6 are those ueed·to plot the xx

luxe xn F1;. 6.
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The length of time required te bring the systems in-

vestigsted to equilibrium was determined, Equilibrium

was established immediately in the artificial systems

with sand as the selid phase,

Experiments were cenducted tc bring about •qui1ib—

rium in the acorn oil and cocoa butter systems, Solide

and sclvent were mixed in the proportions used in the

experiments, These mixtures were shaken for 5, 10 and

30 minutes and then settled for two minutes, Super-

natant liquid was drawn off the settled solide and con~

eentration changes were measured by evapcration of s ·

known qusntity of liquid to constant weight, or by de-

termining its specific gravity, There was a slight

increase in solute concentration,‘(or change in specific

gravity), between 5 and 10 minutes shaking time, but no

difference between the 10 and 30 minute samples, Te

minutes was selected as s satisfactory mixing time and

this plus the settling time gave twelve minutes es suf-

ficient to establish equilibrium,
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B• PILOT PLAHT STOP! OF THE SOLVERT EXIRACTIOI OP
OIL PRO! ACOHIS

Plan of Investigation

Tue pilot plant extrectlon units were planned for

operation• The first of these eas to employ s centr1•

fuge to separate underflow from overfloe using the same

extractlon schema on s pilot plant scale es had been

used ln the laboratory extrectlons, Y1;. 2. A centinucus

extractor eas to be built es the second extraction uits

Such experimentetion as ses necessary was to be eondueted

in connection eith the design and construction of this

continuous uit.

It eas planned to remove the ecorn shells ln s com-

mercial manner and to make a sufficient study of acorn

ehelling to demonstrete the relative amouts of meets

and shalls ahich could be expected.

All experiments vera to be carried out in auch a

say as to make possible e comparison between the ex- ,

perlmental results end those celculated by solvent ex•

traction theory•

_

The contiuous extractor was to be used to extract

both acorn oil and cocoa butter so that e comparison

might be made between the extrsctability of these tee

olle;
n•Butanol eas selected es the solvent to be used in

these pilot plant extractions• Bone of the usual oil

extrectien solvents such es methylene chloride or
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hexane were suitable for these extractions because

of their volatility. üperation of the centrifuge

created an air blast which would eveporate very con—

siderable quantities of any volatile solvent. Toxic

or flamsble solvents would be too dangerous to use

with the centrifuge or with the continuous extractor.

n·Butano1 is not very volatile, its Vapor pressure is

4.3 mm. of mercury at 2o°c. and 18.6 mm. at A0°G,; it

would not be dangerous to use, its flash point ls 35°C.3

it is a satisfectory solvent for acorn oil, as was

shown by experiment 75 and it could be obtalned in the

quantities required.

Suitable procedure: were to be ecrked out for

solvent recovery and production of crude acorn oil.

It eas planned to recover butanol from mixtures of

ecorn oil and butanol by vecuum distillstion and tc

remove traces of solvent from the 011 by vacuum steam

distillation. Some of the crude ecorn oil ses to be

refined es a matter of interest.

An acorn expeller run eas planned to process 300

te 400 pounds of acorn meets in one of the Anderson

Duo Expellers at Rockeood's plant. '

The usual constants; specific gravity, index cf

refraction, acid number, saponificaticn number and

iodine nuber (§iJ*s); were to be deteruined on the

different acorn oils produced•
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es äatluuass anmachen- E¤¤s¤r1=¤¤¤—·

tation was necessary before a satisfactory continuous

extractor could be constructed. The first such appara•

tus oonstructed consisted of a pyrex column four inches

in inside diameter by three feet long. This column was

mounted vertically between two steel plates supported

in an angle iron frame.. Connections were made to the

column through these supporting plates in such a way

that solvent was admitted to the bottom of the column

and miscella was taken off at the top. Oil•bearing meal

was fed in et the top, settled through the rising solvent

and was collected in s container underneath the colun• _

This container was connected to the colum through a

gate valve which could be closed while the container

was emptied of liquid and settled solide. The meal set-

tled so rapidly that most of the extraction took place

in the container below the column.

The first pyrex column extractor was modified by

the introduction of baffles to retard the fall of oil—

bearing meal. These baffles were slotted disas cut

from tin cans and mounted netween spacers on an axisl

shaft supported by the upper column plate. The baffles

did slow down the rate of solid's travel through the

extractor but not sufficiently to give much extraction

in the column. In addition to its poor performance as

an extrector this apparatus had some other drawbacks•
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It was difficult to balance solvent in and miscella

out so as to maintain a constant liquid stream. The

solvent inlet was governed by a valve. The miscella

outlet was a siphon with a valve in the siphon leg.

The arrangement for extracted solide discharge was

awkward. This pyrex column extractor was abandoned.

The second continuous extractor was patterned

4 as closely as possible after the one at Rochwood and

Company.15 It consisted of a teenty foot length cf

two inch pipe bent in the form of a U. A cut out was

made on the top of the center of the band. A short

section of two inch pipe was carefully fitted to this

hole and welded to the long section. This short pipe

was threaded at the top to accommodete a flange fitting.

The flange fitting was drilled to fit the flange for a

two inch pyrex column, which was thus attached to the

short pipe. The entire apparatus was mounted in a

vertical position in a pipe frame support with the

short pipe and pyrex column in the center parallel to

the sides of the U. A drive sprocket wheel was in-

stalled above the ascending leg of the U; an idler

wheel above the descending leg. A motor, speed re~ 4

ducer, drive chain and the sprocket wheels were sup-

ported on a metal table top above the extractor• A

continuous chain formed of Ho, 45 malleable detachable ·
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links with C•l flights every fourth link was 1n·

stalled in the U pipe.

Solide ware fad to the bottom of the U through

the pyrex column, Solvent was fad in on the ascand•

ing side of the chain. Hiscalla was drawn off above

the solid level from the pyrex pipe, A sketch of

this first model of the continuous extractor is pre·

sented in Fig. 7.

There was no difflculty in elevating sawdust fad

to the chain through the center pipe and this material

discharged readily at the top of the ascending leg,

A test run was made with solvent and crushed cocoa ex-

peller cake. The mechanical performance of the ax-

tractor was satisfactory for a short time, but in a

little while the solide packed against the chain on

the upsweep of the U and the chain jammed. Ho solid

feed rate could be found which would prevent this 3am·

ming,

The design was modified hy tipping the U so that

the solide were not carried up such a steep slope.

After fuuctioning satisfactorily for a few minutes the ‘

chain jammed again and broke the shaft in the reducer,

This speed reducar was a small one of the type used in

the operation of flashing electric signs and was not

very strong. The speed reducer was repalred and the

extractor tippad still more~~as much as possible on



~
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this pipe frame support, Each time the extractor wasI
moved the supports for the sprocket wheels had te be

changed and the motor drive readjusted, The ascend·

ing leg was new at an angle of about 50° with the

_ horizontal plane, The performance of the extracter

was not improved by this last change, The chain §am~

med as before and the speed reducer shaft was broken

again, It was thought that a strenger drive might

solve this problem, A much strenger speed reducer

was precured and installed. This time the chain stack

as before but instead ef breaking any part ef the drive

the extractor was lifted up with a man standing on it

and the three·querter inch pipe supports fer the drive

sprocket wheel were bent, The chain could not be pried

out of the pipe with a heavy bar until the packed solide

were flushed out of the pipe with water, Apparently

this chain working in this duct will not elevate this
‘ type of feed through a very high angle, _

The U shaped extractor was dismantled and consid·

erably altered in design, One of the lege of the U

was cut off and the other was unbent, This new ex-

tractor was mounted temporarily and tried out, The ‘

chain elevated the selids setisfacterily at this new

low angle, Appreciable extraction took place, The

mounting was made permanent and pilot plant extractions

ef acorn oil and of cecoa butter were made with this

extraoter,
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Materials
“

Aggggg. These were obtained from two sources:

R. A. Morgen, Jr. of Gainesville, Florida; and C. F. —

Brown of the Anderson Hardware Company, Anderson,

South Carolina. The Florida nuts were from the Live _

Oak, Quercus Virginiana, and a öcrub Oak, Quercus

catesbaei. The South Carolina acorns were from the ,

Spanish Oak, Red Oak and White Oak.

glggggl, Ethyl Alcohol, pure 95%, U. S. Indus·

trial Chemicals Corp.

Qgggggg, A.¤., Thiophene free, Mallinckrodt

Chem. Co.

g:§g;ggg}, Normal Butyl Alcohol, Commercial Sol-

vents Corp. This solvent had the following specifica- A

tionsz·

Specific Gravity: 0.810 to 0.813 at 20°C./20°C.

_ Distillation Range:

BBIQW
••••••••••••••••-• IÄÜÜÜ

IOIOOOICIICOIIOII ·

Flash Point: 35°C.

gggggg, A.R., Mallinckrodt Chem. Co.

MR-. Mslll¤¤kr¤d¤ °h¤¤=· 9¤•
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täallinckrodt wma. Go.
T

LR., äiallinckrodt Cham. Ua.

A.R., iiallinckrodt wma.
Co.

gggggg, Soluble, Potato, J. T. Baker Chem. Üo.

J. T. Baker Chem. Co.
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Apparatus.

ggg;g_§hg}l;;. The first equipment required in

processing the acorus for oil was some type of sheller.

The one used in this investigation was built by the

J. H. Lehman Company of New York for Bockwood and Com-

pany of Brooklyn, Hew York. It had been used to remove
( l

the shells from coooa beans.

This apparatus is shown in Figs. 8 to 14. Fig. 8

is a view of the hull discharge side with the discharge

port cover (a) in place. Fig. 9 shoes the feed end;

feed hopper (b), drive from the main shaft (c) to the
‘

crushing rolle (e). Fig. 10 shows the product dlecharge

side with the fan housings (f) in place. In Fig. 11

the fan housings have been removed to show the fans (8).

The motor (j), motor drive to main shaft (c) and the

drive (k), main shaft (c) to fan shaft (1) are shown

in Fig. 12. Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 are photographs of

drawings of the sheller giving the major details of con~

etruction and the priociple dimensions.

In operation of the sheller acorns of the correct

size, less than one half inch in diameter, are placed

in the feed hopper (b). The motor (j) is started and

the component parts of the sheller revolve, the rolle

(1) at about 70 r.p.m., the revolving screen (m) at

80 r.p.m., and the fans (5) at 1100 r.p.m.



~
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The acorns, crushed by the rolle, fall into the

revolving screen (m). ”The screen has four different

screen sections each about eleven inches long. The
I ·

screens are approximately 3/32* mean; 5/32* mesh,

1/4* mesh and 5/16* mean, The fine material, mostly

dust and null fragments, passes through the finest

screen and falls through an opening (n) at the bottom

of the sheller„ The box (0) placed to collect this
‘

material can be seen in Fig, 9 and Fig• 10, Material

A of the larger sizes moves down the trommel and all
"‘

but the overeise falls through one or another of the

screens. All material but that through the 3/32*

screen falls on inclined decke (P) each aloping to•

ward a fan (8) with an air hlast from that fan at its

lower end blowing up the slope. The heavy meat frag-

ments travel down the slope against the air blast and

are discharged into boxes (h) placed beneath the lover

ends of the chutes„ The llghter shell fragmenta are

blown up the slope to strike against an inclined baffle

(g) at the upper end of the chute„ The baffles are

shown raised in Pig• 9• In order to keep down the a—

mount of dust sent out into the room by the sheller,

screen: were placed across the air discharge ports (r)•

These ecreens are in place in Fig• 9•

After striking the baffles the light material drops

down into space (s) between the outside sheathing of
—
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the machine and the IHCÄIBBÖ decke, This space (s) in

shown in Fig, 13, The dead space (s) in the top of

the hull collector (t) shich is a narrow box along the

hull discharge side of the sheller, It sons in Flgs,

8, 9, and 13, The bottom of this box slopes on both

sides to the shell discharge opening (a), the cover of

which appears es a light square of unpainted wood about

the center ot the side in Fig, 8, es operation con-

tinues shells build up in this collector end are removed

as necessary to keep the shell bin (t) from tilling up,

The screen sized product is collected in boxen (h)

on the fan side ot the machine, The oversise is clean-

ed of dust and fine particles, but often contains

large pieces of meat still adhering to shell, This

material was sometimes re-run through the sheller un-

til a shell free product eas obtained, The rolle on

this appsratus are not adjustable and it was found that

the best practice was to crush this overslze in another

roll nill before passing it back through the winnouer

and fanner, (this type of sheller is known an a win-

nower and tanner),
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ßgllg. The roll mill, which was used to crack

acorns, to crush expeller cake and acorn fragments is

illustrated in Fig. 15. It is a tue roller mil} manu•

factured by the äturtevant Hill Company of Boston,
9

mass., number TR 32.

g;;_§gpä;g;gg. A Raymond Laboratory Hechanical
Aair

Seperetor, serial number 41344, was used to sepa•

rate acorn shells from acorn meets. This separater

was made by the same company es the hammer mill, It _

is shown in F15•16.

Qgl_§;pgllgg. This machine eas used et Rockwoed

and Company, Brooklyn, H. Y. It was empleyed to •x·

pal acorn oil and to provide an expeller oake for

extraction study. The equipment in Rock¤ood*s plant

is an older model of the Anderson Duo Expeller es

described in the October, 1940 bulletin, ‘The Ander·

son Buo Expeller”, of the V. O. Anderson Company,

Cleveland, Ohio.

3
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ggg;;ggggg_§;;;gg;ggp The continuoue extraeter,

the evelntiou cf which eas described on pages 54 • 58

lee. cit., ie illuetrated hy Fige. 17 te 23. Fig. 17

_and Fig. 18, are vleee of the extraeter leugtheiee

frc either end, In Fig. 19, the Jeffrey•!raylcr

Feeder (F) is in peslticn. Fige 20, shoes the details

ef the drive·•etcr te cene pulley ehaft, belt te an-
I

. „
other

ee%£;pu11ey, seccnd ecne pulley to e reduce:.

eerk,'re§§er eure te gear eeel, gear wheel te eprcek•

et eheelühelted te it, sprocket wheel tc eprccket chain,

_ chain to eeeend sprecket heel. The second sprceket

eheel
14§¥¤1£•¤ te the large chain drive wheel (DQ•

The echetructien end cperatien ef this extractor

can beet b explained by the figuree anc the fel1ee1¤g:·

Key to the Illustretiehs cf the Continueue Extrecter.
VKey

Letter . Item

A Five gellcn drum.
'B Tee liter aspiretor bottle.

C Length, 28•3/4 feet, Ne. 45 mslleable
detachahle chain eith Io. 45 C·1 flighte
every feurth link.

D eprecket eheel for _

EF

Jeffrey—Tray1or Ne. 1~B Feeder, le. 5582;
Jeffrey Ef;. Co., Colubue, Ghic.
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Key to the Illustrations of the Continuous Extractor,
(continued),

Key Letter Item

G Eastern Centrifugal Pump, Model D•10, with
fittings for 1/4 inch pipe, Eastern Mfg,
Co,, New Haven, Conn, V

H 1/6 horsepower motor, geared to a reducer
I_

so that the output speed is 16 2/3 r,p,m, .

I 2 inch std, galv, steel pipe, ,

J Jeffrey regulator for vibratory feeder, \ ia

K 5, AQ.3, 2 inch four step cone pulley,

L 100:1 vorm gear speed reducer,
V.

H 14 inch section of 2 inch pyrex pipe, s

H Solid feed inlet,
V

0 ¤1sce11a outlet,

P Solvent lnlet,
I

Q Extracted solide discharge,

S A 20 inch section of 2 inch pipe welded to I,
. This is called the silo,

Other Items

6 1/4 inch globe valves,

_ 3 1/4 inch floor flanges, _

2 Steel laboratory table frames,

28 feet of 1/4 inch galv, steel pipe,

13 1/4 inch elbows,

4 1/4 unions,

2 1/2 inch pitch, 1/8 inch width sprocket wheels,
one is 5 inches in diameter with 32 teeth, the
other is 6 inches in diameter with 34 teeth,

1 54 inch length of 1/2 inch pitch sprocket chain,



~
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The operation

of this unit was as fo1lowsa· The lower of the two

five gallon drums (A) was filled with solvent• This

solvent was pumped up to the_upper five gallon drum (A)

and allowed to run by gravity into the extractor, en-

tering at (P),. The flow was controlled according to

the reading of the rotameter (E). The two liter level-

ing bottle (B) was installed above the rotameter (E)

in order that the flow might be measured without inter-

rupting operation. A liter was carefully marked on

this bottle and during each run the rctameter reading -

was checked against this measured liter. At the begin-

ning of a run the system was filled with solvent until

liquid overflowed from the misoella outlet (0).

Solid was fad in from the Jeffrey-Traylor Feeder

(F), either with the chain at the end cf the extractor,

(H in Fig. 21, or at the top of the silo, R in Fig. l7

and in Fig. 19), falling through liquid to the chain

at the bottom of the band. The chain picked up the

solid at the bottom of the band and carried it up the

slope against a counterflou of fresh sclvent from (P).

‘ Above (0) the solide were drained until they were

carried out of the extractor duct. The chain ran el-

most horisontally from the end of the duct (I) to the

chain drive wheel (D) so that most of the extracted

material fall from the chain on to the discharge apron,
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(q in F1gs„ 18, 20, 21), and was directed by this

apron to a pail below it. Such material es adhered

to the chain was brushed off with a test tube brueh•

Hiscella was withdrawn, either from near the top
‘

of the silo, (0 in Fig. 21}, or from near the top of

the bend into which the chain was running, (0 in Fig.

17). In the experiments designated es Series I feed

and miecella take—off were ae shcwn in Fig. 21. In

the experiments under Series II the feed was in with

the chain, at (H) in F13. 21, with miscella taken off

hear the top of the silo at (G), The Series III
•x·

periments had solid feed to the top cf the alle at (H)

and miacella take—off at (O) as shown in !igs• 17 and

19•
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gggggggggg. The centrifuge extractions were made

with a Tolhurst Centrlfugal, Serial No. T·7893; 12 inch

testet; bssket speed 2100 r.p.m.; the Tolhurst Centrl·

fugal Division, American Machine and Metals Company,

East Molina, Illinois. The machine appears in Fig. 24.

Porcelain ball mlll jers of one

gallon capacity similar to Eimer and Amend*s No. 8•390

were used to mix solvent and solid in the centrifuge

extrsctions.

;g;_§}l, The porcelaln jars were rotated in a

double motor driven Jar mill similar to the one furnlsh•

ed by Paul O. Abbo Inc.

ägll, A steam jacketed vacuum still eas used to

recover solvent from the mlseellas. This was a complete

unit including condenser and vscuum receiver. It was

made by the F. J. Stokes Machine Company cf Philadelphia,

Pa. and is their number 84260. This still was piped so

that steam could be blown into the charge. This equ1p•

“
ment is shown on the left in Fig. 25.

1agggg_Q;gg;. Solvent was recovered from the rat-

finate in a J. P. Devine Company*s Ho. 1468 Vacuum Dryer.
4

Tie dryer appears to the right of the vacuum still in

FIZ. 25.
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y;gggm_§ggp. The still and dryer are both con•

nected to the same Vacuum pup which was supplied by

the Stoxes Company with the still. They are also

connected with e Kinney Hanutscturlng Compeny*s VSD,

5x5, High Vacuum Pump. The Stoke: pump was customarily

used with this equipment, but during e period in shieh

it was out of commission the Kinney pump took its place.
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Procedure

TM
first step in the preparation of acorns for most of

the experimentation was sorting, There is a great

Variation in the oil content of the acorn meets de-

pending on the condition of the nnte, Kinneysß anal-

ysed sprouted auto and found no oil in them, The oil

content of wormy nuts depcnds on the extent of norm

damage, Sound nuts uere foud to contain 36,0 to 40,0

per cent oil as determined by soxhlet analysis with

n~butanol,

Sorting 140 pounds of the acorns of Quercus

catesbaei from Gainesville, Florida gave: 104,4 pounds,

(74,6 per cent),soundnuts; 10,8 pounds, (7,7 per cent), ·

sprouted nuts; and 24,8 pounds, (17,7 per cent), norm

auts, Sorting 78,75 pounds of acorns from the hhité,

Red and Spanish Oak from Anderson, South Carolina gave:

32,4 pounds, (41,2 per cent) sound auto; 21,5 pounds,

(27,3 per cent), sprouted nuts; and 24,8 poundsn (31,5

per cent), wormy nuts,

The second step in the experimental procedure eas

the removal of the acorn shells, This was done by

hand, (if the quantlty of material required was not

large), by crushing the nuts in the ro11s‘and sepa-

rating meat from hull in the air separater, or by
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pessing the nuts through the acorn sheller, The

aoorns processed in the ahcller were not sorted,

The acorn meets obtained by removing the shell:

were in large fregments which could not be penetrated .

by aolvent, In order to prepare a feed which could

be penetrated by solvent the shelled meats were either

ground in the Raymond Mill, Fig, 1, to produce acorn

meal of which 83,2 per cent passed through e standard

35 mesh sieve und two per cent was retained by an 8

mesh steve, or taken to Rockwood and Company and ru

through one of their Anderson Duo Expellers tc produce

an acorn expeller cake, This expeller cake eas crush•

ed in the two roll mill and screened in the revolving

screen of the acorn sheller to produee material re-

tained by a 1/8 inch mesh screen and passed by a l/A

inch mesh screen,

Hr, W, T, Clarke, Chief

Chemist of Bckvood and Company, made arrangements

for an experimental acorn run at his company's plant,

The scorn meets, 366,5 pouds, produced by shelllng

acorns in the winnower end tanner were run through

an Anderson Do Expeller, There was material enough

for a 65 minute run and 8,0 pounds of acorn oil were

produced along with 355 Pvunds of acorn expeller ceke,
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Theexpeller feed eas analysed by soxhlet ex-

traction with Skellysolve A and the expeller cahe

was analysed similarly. The feed contained 13.25

per cent acorn oil while the cahe showed a content

of 11.0 per cent of this same oil. A material bal~

ance over the expelling operation, based on these

enalyses, shows a loss of 1.2 pounds ot aoorn oil

in this operation.

There were:

366.5x0.1325=48.6 pounds ot oil in the feed

366.5 — 48.6=3l7.9 pounds of inert material
in the feed

and,

_ 317.9x0.ll/0.89*39.4 pounds of oil in the
expeller cake

O1};

48.6
·

39.4*9.2 pounds of oil were expelled.

There were 8.0 pounds of oil collected, so that:

9.2 ·
8.0#1.2 pounds of oil lost in this

operation.

The date on production of acorn meal is given in

the quantitative flow sheet, Fig. 25, Preparetion of

Acornheul.Fig.

26, Preparation of Acorn Ezpeller Cake, is

e quantitative flow sheet of the operations employed in

the production of this type ot solvent extrector feed.
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“
1. .2;.1. Tht

extraction schema was the same es that shown in Fig. 2,

page 34, loc. cit. Feed and solvent, or underflow and

intermediate liquor were placed in an empty ball•mill

jar and rotated in the hall mill for over an hour in

experiments 8 and 9, or for half an hour in experiment

10. A flow diagram for e three stage centrifuge extrac~

tion is given es Fig. 28.

After mlxing the requisite length of time the con-

tents of the jar were transferred to the basket of the
‘/

centrifuge which had been lined with a piece of filter

¤loth• Liquid and solid were separated by centrifuging

until the flow of liquid from the centrifuge was neg1i·

gible, Both streams were weighed before being passed

on to the next stage or out of the system.

§;gg;;g;g§g_Qggg;t;ggg, The experimental eon·

ditions for this group of experiments are given in Table

IX, Experimental Conditions for Centrifuge Eatractions.

The extraction data for these .

experiments is presented in the quantitative flow sheets,

Figs. 29; 30, and 3l. 7 7

;¢=..—; ». ".;. The results of

these experiments are tabulated in Table X, Beeults of

Centrifuge Extractione•



~
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TABLE IX.

_ Experimental Conditions for Centrifuge Extrectione.

«»·»um =·«··«»« KK =¤
. System inert, inert, inert,

acorn acorn acornl
Gil} Gil} Gil.;
butanol butenol butanol

Wo. ot etagee 3 2 2 '

No. of cycles 3 3 3

Temp., °C. 25 25 25

Extraction time,
leo l•O

005

Feeds-
Weight, Lbs. 2.0 2.0 4.0
Solute, Per cent 40.0 36.0 38.6
Inert, Per cent 60.0 64.0 61.4

So1vent:·
Weight, Lbs. 4.0 4.0 4.0
Solvent, Per cent 100 100 100

J, Mixture of feed
A and so1vent:—

Solute, Per cent 13.33 12.00 19.3
Solvent, Per cent 66.67 66.67 50.0
Inert, Per cent 20.00 21.33 30.7

¤18¢Ü11BgLbßeWeight

ratio,
solvent te feed 2.0 2.0 1.0



Results ef Centrifuge Extractions

‘°

Solute in miscella,
experimental, Per
cent 18.63 18.4 28.6

äiacella, weight,
l

L US • 3 • • 5 3•011

in miscella,
Lee. eil extracted 0.64 0.65 1.13

011 in feed, Lbs. 0.80 0.72 1.54

- 011 experimentally
extracted, Per cent 80.0 39.5 73.0

Sclute in miscella, .
theoretical, Per
cent 22.10 19.3 36.0

011 thecreticelly
extracted, Per cent 95.0 93.7 92.2

Difference between
per cent experimentelly
eztraeted and per cent
tneeretically
extracted 15.0 4.2 19.2

Difference, Per cent,
(bifference d1v1ded
by per cent 011 °
thecretically
extrected) ° 15.8 4.5 20.8-



~



~
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ggg]gt;ggl• The feeds were analysed by soxhlet

extraction with n·butanol. Solutions of aeorn oil

and butanol were analysed by distllling the solvent

from a weighed sample in a tared distilling flask .

and drying te residue to eonstant weight at l35° C.

Raffinates were analysed by evaporating solvent from

a weighed sample to constant weight at l35°C• and

soxhlet extraction with n·butanol of a weighed sample

of this dried raffinate•

The theoretical underflow,

or xx line, was calculated in the same way as before in

experiment 7, pages 44·46, 1oc• cit. Theoretieal un-

derflows are given in Table XI, Theoretieal Uderflowe —

in the Centrlfuge Extractionm

Qägggggggggg, The graphical oalculations led to

the theoretical extrsctions given in Table X, These

eonetrnctions were made in a manner identical with the

illustration given with experiment 7• The calculations

of actual and theoretical extraetien in these experl•

mente were based on the oil content of the miscella rath—

er than on the amount of unextracted oil. The method

of ealoulatlon is iudicated in Table X•
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Three series of experiments were conducted

eith the eontinuous extrector. As has been described

under the operatien of this extraotor, pages 78·80

loe• oit., the manner of feeding this uit and taking

miseella from it was different in each of these series.

Series I were extractions of cocoa expeller oake with

n—butanol5 Series II, acorn neal with n•butanol;

Series III, acorn expeller cake with n~butanol.

The extreetor was operated

for oe hour before taking any data in order that equ1·

librium night be established between the inlet and out•

let streass;I During this time liquid and solid feed
°

were adjusted so that material was neither building up

in the extractor nor being withdrawn faster than it was

being added. After equilibriun had been attained sa¤·

ples and data were taken for the length of the continu•

aus run• The experimental conditions for these experi—

mente are given in Table XII, Experimental Conditions

for the Continuous Extractions. Tha weight of solvent

fad was centrolled by the rotameter reading and messured A

by means of the calibrated bottle; The rate of solid

fad was regulated by the speed controller of the Jeffrey·

Treylor Feeder. Solid was added to the hopper of this

feeder a quarter of a pound at a time so that the rate
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of feed could be checked during the run- The raffin·

ate was collected in a pail on a scale and veighings

were made every 15 minutes- The miscella was col1ect—

ed in gallon Auge, also on a scale, and weighings of

this stream were likesise made at 15 minute intervals-

The experimental conditions were checked by a

material balance- This material balance is given in

Table XIII, Material Balancea on the Continuous Ex· V

trsctions-

There was a considerable

. amount of fine inert material carried over with the
miscella in the Series I and Series II experiments,

but not in those of Series III. This fine material

was filtered out of a weighed sample of the miscella

through a tared filter paper- The paper was dried to

constant weight at l35°C• and the per cent of fine

material in the miscella thus determinod-

Another veighed sample of the miscella was d1s·

stilled from a tared distilling flash- The residue was

dried to constant weight at l35°C- and reported ss oil
I

plus fine material, (oil only in the Series III ex•

periments)-

The composition of the miscella was calculated from

these two determinations. Miscella compositions are

given in Table XIV, aaalytical Data for the Continuous

Extractions-
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TABLE XIII.

Material Balances on the Continuous Extractions.

(1) (2) (2) (4)
Experiment Material Material Differeuce, Difference,

in, feed out, (1) · (2), Per cent
& solvent, raffinate Lbs.
Lbße Ü

miscella,
Lba.

2 12.0 12.6 •0.6 5.0

3 6.0 5.1 0.9 15.0

A 6.0 5.1 0.9 15.0
5 23.2 23.1 0.1 0.4

I
6 lé.5 13.0 _ 1.5 10.3

7 12.6 10.9 1.7 13.5

9 3.3 3.1 0.2 6.1

10 11.8 12.2 ~0.4 3.A

11 8.0 7.5 0.5 6.3

Per cent difference is (3)/(1):100.
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TABLE XIV.

~ Analytical Data for the Continuous Extractions.

Experiment Solute in Inert in Sclute in

§§i’—°!....ääi°Z§ää'1
11.5 1.27 4.33

2 11.5 0.79 3.34

3 11.5 2.18
.

3.88

4 38.6 1.61 6.7
6 38.6 1.30

E
12.4

6
4

38.6 2.91 8.7

7 38.6 3.01 9.6
4

8 38.6 2.2 11.2

9 17.8 · 5.4
.

10 17.8 ~ 9.4
7

11 17.8 — 12.3
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The feed was analysen by soxhlet extraction with

n·butanol and the compositlons of the feeds are ln·

cluded in Table XIVe

Qglgglgglggge The experimental per cent ex-

tracted was calculeted from the feed and the miscellse

Graphlcal calculations of the amount of theoretical

extraetion showed less than one theoretieal stage in

this extractor so that a much simpler cslculation was

4 employed for this set of experimentse This calculetion

is illustrated with the date from Experiment 10. ‘

E§£.ä§§äh6
lin

Experiment 10•• There were 7416 pounds

of solvent fed plus 0482 pounds of oil, (in solid feed),

equal to 7498 pounds of total liquid into the systeme

There were 5484 pounds of miscelle removed so that

5•84/7•98 is approxlmately the fraction of the oil

which was sxtractede The precise fraction would be

the volume of liquid in the miscells divided by the

volume of liquid etering the extractore There is

little difference in these tso fractions, however, and

the simpler approxlmate calculatlon is used for these

experlmentse

v The results 4
of these continuous extractions are presented in
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Table XV, Results of Continuous Extractlons. Ex· _

perimental eztraction is compared in this table

with theoretlcal extraction in one stage. Pounds

oil extracted ls pounds liquid removed, from Table

XII, times per cent oil in miscella, from Table XIV.

Pouds oil in feed is per cent solute in feed, from

Table XIV, times pounds feed, from Table XII. Per

cent oll experimentally extracted ie pounde oil ex-

tracted divided by pouds oil in feed times 100.

Pounds liquid into system equals pounds oil in feed

plus pounds solvent fed. Theoretical per cent oil

eztracted equals pounds niscella divided by pounde

liquid into system times 100.

Per cent of oil experlmentally extracted is plot-

ted against solvent-solid feed ratio in Pig. 32 for

the extractions of acorn meal and acorn expeller cake.

Increasing the aount of solvent relative tc the feed

increased the extraction of oil from the acorn meal,

which would generally be expected. An increase in the

solvent-feed ratio, however, decreased he extrection

of oll from the acorn expeller cake, which is cotrery

to general expectation. The solvent-solid ratio does

not take into account other factors in extraction,

particularly the ratio of liquid to solid in the under-

floe. Solvent extractimn theory takes account of both

these factors, solvent•sol1d ratio and liquid—solid
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ratio in the under£lov• The per cent oil experimentell!

extracted lu all these experiuehte is plotted against

the theoretical extreotion to be expected situ one

ideal stage in !1¢• 33, Comparison between Experiment-

al end Teeretical Extreotion„ Fig. 33 shoes that

selvent extractlon theory indicatee the extractlon

trend mueh more aecurately than does the aolrent•

W feed retio• L
°



~
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§g}ggg3_ßg;ggg;x; Acorn oll·buteno1 mixtures

from the various extractions were allowed to accunua

late until st least tive gallons of this material was

on hand, The mixture was charged into the batch still

cf Fig. 25 and btanol was distllled under vacuum•

This solvent was re•used for extraction. The resldue

in the still was steam distilled tor 15 to 30 minutes

to remove treces ot so1vent• Te gate valve at the

bottom of the still was then opened to discherge crude

acorn oil and water into a bucket placed beneath it.

The still was steamed out until no more oil appeared

in the discharge.

This crude ecorn oil

, contained solid material and much of lt was emulsitied
with water• It was allowed to stand until two distinct

layers separated„ The upper ot these layers, the oil

layer,wes washed free ot solid material end tennlns

in a large separatory tunnel. When the loser layer

was no longer dark in color washing was stopped• The

upper layer was collected ss crude water washed butanol

extrsct•

A rough test was made to refine some of this water

washed butanol extracts 425 Brems of it were mixed with

139 ml. of 0•242 N-NsOH and treeted according to the

procedure for retining oottonseed oil. 262 grams ot

refined oil were obtained. No attempt was made to

recover oil from the foots.
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IV• DIBCUSSION

jgjgggggpggg. Discussion of the erk of this

thesis logicslly divides into tso sections; the first

concerned with the extractlon of oil fro acorns; the

second dealing with the development and use of sol—

vet extraction theory. This discussion ls therefore

divlded into tec parts es folloes:
l

A. Solvent Extractio of Oil from Acorns•

B. The Development and Use of Sclvent Extrec·

tion Theory•

The purpose of the work dlscussed in the first

section was the practical one of proucing acorn oil;

lnvolvlng collectlng scorns, preparing them for ex•

trsct1on,_extracting the oil, recoverlng solvent and

obtaining acorn oil from solvent·oll m1xtures•

The philosophy of solvent extractlon theory un· ·
W

derlying Elgln's grephical method for calculation of

leachin; operations ses not changed but the method of

applying that philosophy to solvent extraction was

modified to such sn extent that lt is desirable to

discuss this theory in d•ta1l• The second discussion

section develops solvent extraction theory es lt eas

applied to the experimental extrsctlons• The use of

this theory is lllustrated by sample calculations end

by dlscussln of the experimental data presented in

thls theslss
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A• BOLVEHT EXTBACTION OF QIL FBBH ACORHB

The posslbility of using acorns for food has of-

ten been discussed in the literature, bt, except in

times of scarolty of other foods, acorhs have been

utillsed oly by wild animals or by semi—dom•st1c

p1gs• There are some references to the possible uses

of acorn oil, but there ls no record of any large seele

work elth this material• This investigation is con-

cerned sith handling e quantity of acorns, 847 pounds,

to dlsclose what particular problems there are in

processing this material for oil; to demonstrate a

practical method of obtelning acorn oil; and to relate

solvent extractlon theory to experimental extractlonss

There are three general methods for obtelning oil

from oleagineous seeds; presslng, squoesing the oil

from the oil-bearing seeds by applylng a pressure to

this material in a hydraulic press; expelling, again

pressure but in this operation applied to the material

by forcing it through a narroelng slotted barrel by

means of a scres, (the oil floes out through the slots

in the barrel); solvent extractlon, dlssolvlng the oil

from the material in a suitable solvent, separstlng

the solide from the oil-bearing solveht; miscella, and

recoverlng the oil by distlllatlon ef the solvent from

the oil in the m1scella•



Solvent extractlon was selected as the mst

prolsing method for obtainlng oil from acorns since

it can be applied to any oil—hearing material no

matter what its oil content•

ßgggugs One of te purposes of this thesis was

to determine what type of material could be obtained

by offering a price for ecorne„ Inquiriee showed that

three cents a pound would be sufficient inducement to

produce a supply of acorns adequete for experimental

purposes- The Boy Scouts of Gaineeville, Florida and

the Anderson Hardware Company of Anderson, South Caro- .

line were the only two suppliers wo collected acorne

at this figure, There were 361 pounds of ecorns sent

from Florida and 485.5 pounds from South Carolna•

Aconns were ordered from Arkansas, Virginia and New

York State, but none were received from these 1ocl•

itiess
A

It is the author‘s opinion, based on his attempts

to get ecorne end on his personal observation, that

acorns are eeldom as abundant ae popularly supposed

and that gathering them in quantity is not easy,

The nuts which were supplied were of poor qual·

1ty, The best lot obtained, the Scrub Oak acorne
‘

from Florida, consistd of 75 per cent of sound nuts

and 25 per cent of aoorns which were either wormy or
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from sprouted or wormy nuts depende on the extent of

I growth er of worm damage. Kost of the wormy nuts

which were examined contained no meets et ell-

Fully eprouted nuts contain less than one per cent

ot oil.39 The South Caroline acorns were only Al per

cent sound nuts.

Before an acorn oil mill could be established on

a commercial basis an extensive educational campaign

would have to he conducted in order to acquaint pro-

spective accrn harvesters with the type ot material

required for oil extractlon. The nute must not be

allowed to lie on the ground to become meist and sprouta

It is necessary that they be gathered es they fall and

stored in dry cr1bs•

¢ 1-; e eg aß ;„-««; e·· f. ae- •·. Host of the

acorns were prepared tor extraction by removing the

shells in a winnower and fanner. This machine had been

built by the J. H. Lehman Company ot New York for

Rookwood and Company and had been used to remove the

sells from oocoa beans. Since the acorns were ehelled

without difticulty at a rate ot about 200 pounds per

hour no new type ot equipment needs to be designed for

processing acorns.

There are a number ot methods of preparing seeds
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tor oil extracticn._ The most satiefactcry of these,

according to the experience of soya oil producere,

ls to prepare the seed as a thin flake; the thinner

the better. These flakes are readlly penetrated by

solvemt but hold their shape after oil removal eo

that drainage of mlaeella from extracted solide is

rapid• Attempts to produce acorn flakes eere un-

succeeeful, using auch equipment es eas available.

Rockeood und Gompny have had good success in ex-4
tracting crushed expeller oake, slaed to be retalned —

by an elghth lnch mesh screen and passed by a half

inch mesh screen. Expelllng is a hot preasing opera-

tion which produoes a poroua cake, probably due tc
thef

formation cf eteam within the material passing through

the •xpeller• Bolvent penetrates the percua expeller

cake fragmente easily and these fraguents, like the

soybean flakea, de not break up on removal ef oil,

The lest deelrable method of preparing material for

oil extracticn ls to grind it finely enough so that

solvent can penetrate the particles of o1l·bearing

material. Grinding produces e large per cent of fine

fleur, evident after oil•remcval, ahieh cannot be

handled by any ef the commercial extraetors described

in the literature es being in current us••

lcorn expeller cake was prepared by using an
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Andersen Duo Expeller at Boekwood*s plant on the acorn

meets from the winnover and fanner. This expeller

cake was crushed and the material retained by an eighth

inch screen and passed by a quarter inch screen ses

extracted.

At least 300 pounds of acorn meat were required

for oe axpeller ru so that most of the acorns were

used for this experiment. The nuts were not sorted,

which would have resulted in a feed containing con»

sldersble more oil, but would have departed from the T

purpose of processing the material as received and

not ss selected for the highest possible yield of oil.

Carefully selected acorns contain up to 40.0 per cent

of butanol extractable material ehereas the material

fad tc the expeller contained only 13.3 rer cent of

auch material.

The results of the expeller run show that scorn

meats can be handled by an Anderson Duo Expeller. A

good many runs could be required to establish optimum

expelling conditions. During the first part of the

65 minute run the acorn meat eas fad as it ess. The

first cake eas crumbly and not firm. later was added

to the meat during the second part of the run and s

much strenger and harder expeller case eas formed.

A ccntrifuge might well be used as an interstage

filter in an extraotion schema designed to handle fine
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material, Acorn meel was prepared for extraction

in auch a scheme by grinding the meat in e Raymond

Laboratory Kammer Kill No, 40127, In order to avoid

fines the grinding was done through the coarsest

screen, (one quarter inch), supplied with this mill,

Some of the ground material, 14,2 per cent, was too

large to pass a 35 mesh screen and hence could not

be expected to extraet well,

—' 1 .-.1 2.;.1 1+. > 2. .• re- TI0

extractcrs were used in processing acorns on a pilot

plant scale, The first of these consisted of a mix~

ing tank, (a one gallon porcelain ball mill jar), for

solvent and feed, followed by a Tolhurst No, T-7893

centrifuge to separate extraeted solide and miscella,

Extraction followed Elgin's pseudo—countercurrent

extrscticn scheme.2° Hunter 36 shows that such a
n

scheme gives a deviation of 3 to 10 per cent, depend~

ing on the stage, from a truly countercurrent ex•

traction when 5 cycles are used with 4 stages, He

demonatrates that this deviatlon becomes less than 2

per cent for all stages with 10 cyclee, Three and

four cycles were employed with two and three stages

in these centrlfuge extractiona, A coeiderable devia-

tion from a truly countercurrent process ie therefore

to be •xpected•
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The second extraotor consisted of'a contin-
uous chain made up of No, 45 mal1eable‘detaehab1e
links with No, 45 C·l flights every fourth link mov-
ing through a 2 inch pipe, The flights carried the

solid material up a 25° slope against e counterflowof solvent, V
Neither of these extractors was eolvent tight

so that no volatile nor dangerous solvent could be

used with them, The usual commercial oil solvents
are low boiling hydrocarbons (mainly hexane) and

their chlorinated derivatives, These solvents are
both volatile and dangerous; the hydrocarbons be-

cause of their flammability; the chlorinated hydro-

carbons because of their toxicity, n-Butanol was

selected as solvent becausez-- it is not very vol-

atile (vapor pressure of 4,3 mm, of mercury at 20°C,
and 18,6 mm, at 40,0°C,); it was not dangerous to

use; preliminary experiments indicated that it was »

a eatisfactory solvent for aoorn oil; and it could

be obtained in the quantities required,

The centrifuge ex-

tractions, es shown in Table XI, removed from 73,0
to 80,0 per cent of the oil in the feed, A higher

yield might have been obtained from a more finely
subdivided feed. The results prove, however, that
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L aoorn oil can be extracted from acorn meal using

the extraotion in F1g• 28„

It was difficult tc

obtein consistent results with the continuous chain

extraotor• This was due to the tendency for solid

material to hold up in the pipe end to progress

irregularly through the system• This difficulty was

particularly nctioeeble with acorn meel Ihich packed

against the sides of the pipe so that the chain moved

through a square duct composed of solvent·eet meal•

This eas an unstable cond1t1on• At times more mate•

rial went into the system then eas dischsrged. Again,

after the extraotor had been running some length of

time and was loaded with solid material, a reductton

in feed rate did not result in a cerresponding re·

duotion in discharge rate. It was fond possible to

reach e rather unstable equilibrium by cleaning the

system well before s run; filling lt with sclvent A

and establlshing the solvent feed rate; and then

feeding in the eolids at the selected rate for the

run fer a period of about an hour. Uhder these oon~

ditlons fairly consistent results eere cbtaineds

In experiments l and 2 the feed conditions were

the same, £•0 pounds of solvent and 2•0 pounds of

solid were fed to the extractor per hour• Extraction
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ln these two experlments, 41,3 and #5,6 per eat

respectlvely, ls about the same, The feed rate eas

double in experiment 3, 1,e,, 8,0 pounds of sclvent

and 4,0 pounds of solld belng fed to the extractor

per hour,· Extractlon was somewhat worse··39,2 per

cent, The material balance, Table XIV, sows that

material eas belng retalned by the extraetcr ln ex-

periment 3,

The solld feed rate was kept constant at 2,0

pounds per hour ln experlments be 5, 6, 7 and 8 end

the solvent feed was varled from 2,6 to 5,2 pounds

U per hour, Plotting solvent-solid ratlos agalnst per _

cent extractlon in Fig, 32, shoes that lncreased ex-

tractlon results fro lnereaslng thls ratio, as would .

be expected, Extractlon varled from 16,9 per cent

to Al,8 per cent ln these runs wlth aoorn meal,

The per cent of oil extraotlon from erushed

acorn expeller oake eas the hlghest obtalned from any

feed to the contlnuous extractor, varylng from 62,3

tc 71,8 per cent of the oil ln this eake, Solvente

solid ratlos for the acorn expeller ecke experlments,

9, 10, ll, are plotted agalnst per cent extraotlon

ln Fig, 32, Gontrary to what would be expected, the

greatest extraetion results from the lowest solvent·

solid ratio,
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that acorn oil, as reperted by previous inrest1gs— V
tore has a specific gravity at 2590. of 0.908 te V

0.914. an index of refraction of 1.4594 tc 1.4725,

also at 25°C. The saponificatlon numbers of eoorn

oils very from 188.4 to 199.33 lodine numbers (Ilja)

from 83.0 to 100.7 have been reportedg acid numbers

range from 4.5 to 22.2. The acoru oils resulting
l

fro this experimental sera had specific gravities V

of 0.904 to 0.908 at 25°C., indezes of refrection —

(at 2590.) of 1.4669 te 1.4684, acid numbers of 2.6

to 30.8, eaponificetion numbers from 188 to 192 end

lodine numbers (U13:) of 105 to lll. The iodine

numbers of the acorn olle produced by the pilot plant

ezperiments are higher than any listed by other inves-

tigetors. The other conetants lndicate that this

acorn oil is similar to that produced by other ecrkers.
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B, SGLVEHT EXTRACTION THEDRI

Lgggggpgtggg. Solvent extraction theory is con·

eerned with methods ef calculation of the results of

hypothetical extractions, These postulsted extrections

may be preotieelly realized, lf it is possible to

eerry out actual extrsotions under conditions similar

to those hypothezsted in the derivation of the method
‘

of oeloulstion,

A modified derivation of a theoretioal method‘for

calculation of the results of solvent extractions is

presented, This method is based on the oonsideration

« of s solveht extraction es e ternary system cohsisting

ot solvent, solute and inert oarrier solid, The der-

lvatlon is prefaced by s discussion of those properties

of trisngular disgrams which are used in it, ‘

r. Q Therl 8r• der-

tsin properties of trisngulsr diagrsms ehich pertain to

the derivstion of a graphical method for the solution

of leaching problems, These are lllustrsted by Figure 34,

in shich the oorners of the triangle ABC refer to pure

components; speoifically for oil extreotion, A is 100

per cent solvent, E is 100 per cent oil and C is 100 per

cent inert carrier solid, All possible mixtures of A

end B are represented by the side AB, of B and C by the

side BC, und of C end A by the side AC. Points within
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the triangle represent mlxtures of all three components;

such a point is P representlng a mixture of a per cent

of a, b per cent of B and c per cent of c• c ie a per-

pendiculer from P to AB, b a perpendicular from P to

AC and a a perpendicular from P to CB; a + b + c •
10

per cent.

C

1
K

0

¤ a

A C B

Figure 34•

Properties of Triangular Diagrams„

The uixture P may be divided into tno other mlxtures,

x and y, whose compositions are represented by the ends

of the straight line xPy. P may be considered as the

result of mixing x and y and in this case the per cent
V

composition of the mixture can be located in two •ays•

P lies o a straight line connecting x and y. If Ix

ls the weight of the nixture of ccmposition x and I@»

is the weight of the mixture of composition y, xP/yP¤Iy/Yi,
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_ so that, P can be located by dividing xy into tec

segment: in the ratio Wy/W!. P can also be located

arithmetically from the known weights and compsitlons

of the ¤ixtures‘x and y,.
P

Buppose that the oomposition of the mixture K

obtalned by eubtracting x from y is desired, If y is

greater than x, K will lie within the triangle• If

y ie less in weight than x, lt will be an imaginary

mlxture and its composltion will be represented by a
P

point outside the trlanglo, K'. In either case y may

be considered as a mlxture derived by the addition of

K or K' and x, and as befor•s~

xy/Kr
··

·• WK'/Vx

where,

· The arithmetic method could be applied to the location

of auch points as K, lt would be difficult to apply to

points auch as K'• _

·
Coneidering the addition, or subtraction of pure

components to mixture P, addition of A will produce

mlxtures lylng along PA between P and A; subtractlon

of A, by evaporation of solvent, will produce mixtures

whose compositlons lie along AP extended beyond P;

addition or eubtraction of B will give eompositions

along a line through P and B; addition or subtractlon

of C wlllgive a point on a line through P and C,
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These are special cases of the division of the mixture

P into e mixture and a pure component or the production

of e nee mixture by the addition of e mixture and s

pure component; composltions would he calculated es

for points auch as P and K,

In order to illustrate these properties cf tri•

sngular diagrems some specific cases are presented in

Figure 35, Three Component Hixtures,

§;ggplg_]„ Acorn oil is being removed from aoorn

meal by extraction with n·butanol, This acorn mesl

consists of 20,0 per cent oil and 80,0 per cent inert

material, 0ne pound of the meal, the solid feed, ie

mixed with 0,75 gallon of an overfloe consisting of 10,0

per cent acorn oil end 90,0 per cent butenol, The

specific gravlty of this overflos et he temperature of

_ the extraction is 0,90, What is the ccmposition of the

reeultlng mixture? „
·

Soluti0nI~”

· The 0,75 gellon of overfloe¤

5,625 pounds _

Locste F in Figure 35 at the per cent composition

of the accrn meal,

éLocate I at the composition of the miscella, overfloe,

Connect F and H, The resulting mixture is represent—

ed by point J on the line FI located so that:

rs/zu • 5.626/1.0



~
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EI ls 200 nn. in length, HJ + JF
~

200 mm.

JP ¤ 5.625äJ, HJ:6.625 • 200, KJ ¤ 30.2 m.
and JF • 169.8 mm., measurlng HJ and thun

locating J, the coordinates of J, as read

from the diagram area-

Acorn oil 11.5 per cent
änert 12.0 ' :utanol 2§,§

'00.0 per cent

Calculating the composition of J from the per

cent compositions and amount: of F and K z-

F conslets ot,

1.0:0.20
•

0.20 pounds of acorn oil
6

1.0:0.80 ¤ 0.80 pounds of inert material

K conaiats of,
V

5.625:0.10 • 0.56 pounds or oil
5.625:0.90 ¤ 5.07 pounds of butanol

J consists of,

0.20+0.56 ¤ 0.76 pounds of acorn 011
0.80 pounds of inert materialpounds of butanol
. 3 pounda

G1';

J 18;

11.5 per cent acorn oil A12.0 per cent inert material
76.5 per cent butanol

This second calculation is exact. The graphical

solution is es exact as the care used in the construction

and in reading the diagram.
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;gg;g_§. The underfloe in an ecorn oil ex- .

traction ia analysed and found to contain 40•0 per

cent inert material, l0„0 per cent acorn oil and

50•0 per cent solvet, butano1• What is the compos

sition of this underfloe after evaporation of the 3solvet?The
solution may he graphicalx- _ m„
R in Figt 36 corresponds to this underfloe,

AR extended to CB, locating point F, 2030 per ‘

cent oil and 80•0 per cent inert material,

gives the compositicn of the solvent free

underf1ow•

he solution may be mathematical:·

Removal of solvent from 100 pounds of underflow -

leaves a mixture of 10 pounds of oil and 40

pounds of inert material, with a per cent

composition of,

10/soxioo
•

20 per cent acorn oil

A 40/50:100 • 80 per cent inert material

§;ggg;g;;. P ccnsists of 20 per cent acorn oil,

20 per cent solid and 60 per cent butanole W has the

compcsiticn 40 per cent inert material, 30 per cent

butanol and 30 per cent acorn o1l• A
(a) What could be the composition of the mixture

0 produced by subtracting l•0 pound of P frc 2•0

pounds of W?
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(b) What would be the composition of the mix-

ture 0* produced by subtracting 2,0 pounds of P from

1,0 pmma er sv

The solution of Example 3(a) may be graphicaln

In this case the process of subtractien of one

mixture from another may be considered as the

addition of a negative amount, thus subtraction

of 1,0 pound of P from 2,0 pouds of N will

give 1,0 pound of 0, E can be produced by

addition of 1,0 pound of 0 to 1,0 pound of P

and H must therefore divide the line OP into

segments such that,

PN/OB ¤ 1/1, and since PN
•

61 mm,, OH
•

61 mm,

The coordinates of 0 are:-

40,0 per cent acorn oil
60,0 per cent inert material

M
as read from Fig, 36,

The solution of Example 3(a) may be mathematica1:•

0,2 pound of acorn oil
0;20 poumd of inert material
0,60 pound of butanol

are to be subtracted from,

a 3:33 {$333 33 33§33‘°°"“
0,60 pound of acorn oil

leaving the mixture 0 consisting of,

0.60 pound of inert material
•

60 per cent
0,40 pound of acorn oil •

40 per cent
0,0 pound of butanol
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The solution of Example 3(b) must be graphical, Buch

a mixture as 0* would be negative or imaginary and

would be represented by e point outside the limits of

the trisngle, The point oorresponding to 0* may be
E

located es tol1ows:•

Subtraotion of 2,0 pounds of P from 1,0 pound

ot B will give —l,0 pound of 0*, or E would be

produced by addition of ·1,0 pound of 0* to

2,0 pounds of P, N must therefore divlde 0*P

into segments auch that,

PH/0*8 ¤ ~1/2, and since PH • 61 mm.,

-0*R ¤ 122 mm,

While this lmaglnary point can be, and is,

located in Fig, 36 as 0*, its oompositlon

cannot be read on this diagram,
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A graphical method

for prediotlng the results of leaohing operations has

.been derived by J. C. hlgin. This method makes use of

the properties of triangular diagrame which have ben

’
diseussed• The grsphlcal calculetlon requires:-

(1) The system consists of solute, solvent and

lnert oarrier solid. An inert carrier solid

is defined as a solid phase of negligible

A solubility in the solvent.
‘

· (2) The solute is neither absorbed nor ad•

sorbed by the carrier solid•

(3) The solute is removed solely by physical

solution in the leaching solvent and no

chemicsl reaction ooours•

(4) Equilibrium is attained in every stage so

that the conoentration of solution remain·

ing with the solid is identical with that

of the solution withdra¤n•

Elgin demonstrates theoreticelly that, if these

four assumptions are valid, and leaching conditions

have been established, either practically or hyp0th•t·

ioally, it ls possible to eslculate, either the ex•

tent of the leaching to be expected with a definite

number of leaching stages, or the number of leaohing

stages required to effect a desired degree of lesching•
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The extraotion of oil from o1l·bearing material is

a special case of leaching. In general te oil to

be extracted is miecible with the eolvent in all

proportions and there are no regions within the

triangle representing more than one liquid phase

nor any_areas of saturated solutions. The most

interesting case, from a commercial standpoint, ia

that of continuous countercurrent extractlon and

a modification of Elg1n°s derlvation for this

case is presented here•C {

/,"

„1
x// ¤\

1l ‘\
1/ ‘
[ \.

·· / \
Il \

1 X1/ ‘R
1 ‘

III --g<____-?‘---—-—--·§·""" {/’ 1‘·‘I

Figure 37

Triangular Diagram for Three Stage Counter-
peurrent Extraction.

Suppose than an o11·bear1ng material consist-

ing of oil and inert material, its oomposition
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represented by F in Figure 37, Triangular üiegren ter

Three Stage Countercurrent_Extract1on, ls extrseted

with S poude of solvent, compositien A in Figure 37,

in e three stage countereurrent process es shown in

Figure 38, Three Stage Counterourrent Extraction.

8 8 S K„ ,
Figure 38.

Tree Stege Uountercurrent Bxtraetion

when this system is in equilibriun,

F+s•¤+R
U

‘
F

• gognds of oil-beering material, of oomposition
n Figure 37,

S rgggunds ot solvent, of oomposition A in
gure 37.

I • peunde of miscella, of composition H in
Figure 37. „

R
•

pounds of extreeted solid + residual oil +
inert usteriel, ot conposiien R in
Figure 37.

The extrastien is carrled out so that:-

F pouds e feed plus B pounde of solvent enter

the eyetm per unit ot time end H pounds ot
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miscella plus R Pounds of raffinate leave the

system in this same unit of time. Equilibrium

is established in each stage so that the oompo·

_ sition of the liquid in the underflos ls the

same ss that in the overflow.

There may or may not be inert solid in the ov•r~

floes This development is for the case in ehieh there

is no inert solid in the overfloe and the composition p

of the overfloe varies from some point to be deternlned

an AB to I, also on AB. The weight: end compesitione

of the overflows from the first and second steges are

represented by SI and SI:. The weight: and compo-

sitions of the underfloes are represented by R11
end

RIII, (Both es shown in Figures 37 end 38).

The oil, inert solid and solvent entering the

system in F + S must leave in H + R; therefore, if the

oompositlon of the mixture F + S is repreeented by J,

R amd H will lie at opposite ends of the straight line

RJH in Figure 37. The composition of J is calculated

from the ocmpositlon and quantities of the two feed

streams, F and S3 or, considering terminal conditions

in the extraction of Figure 38, the mixture J formed
V

by addition of F to S is divided into the two mixturee

I and R so that J must he the intersection of AF, (the

oomposition of S is A), and HR; therefore by drewing -

IR and AF, J may be located graphically•
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Tha aompositions of R, RII and RIII depend

ontheQuantity and competition of liquid in the under-

floe associated with I, the number of pounds of lnert

solid (composition C) which ls the same in F, R, RII

and RIII, The composition of the underflow in the

usual oil extraotion can be represented by such s

line es xx in Fig, 37, The liquid H is of the same

eompositlon es that in the underfloe RIII, RIII can
then be obtained from ä by the addition of inert solid,

I pounds, and is therefore located on the line KC at

the lntersection of hc with xx, The overflow BI ls

of the same compositlon ss the liquid in R and its _

compositlon ls that obtained from R by removal of

lnert solid, so that SI is located by the extension
of CR to AB, Thus, making use of the properties of

triangular plots, knowlng the composition and amounts

of the feed streams in an oil extraction, as well es

the relation between solid and liquid in the udere

flow, it is possible by establlshing the composition

of I (or R, or RIII or SI) to determine the eomposition

of R, J, RIII Ulli SI,

Haterial balance: over the system and over each

stage area-

1, 8 + P • xx + R

„ 2, 8 + BIZ ¤ R + SI
’·· 81 * RIII " Ru * BII
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‘•5,

R • S • F — K

6, R e F • R + S

7, S - RII • F • E + 8 + SI

l°• Fm: ** Fx: " F " F

In these equations the letter identitying the _

stream standa for both its weight end its

eomposition, Thus S means pounds of ä end also

pounds of Sxl00 per cent, where all components

are considered, If oly one component (oil)

eere considered, the equations would bes-

Sx(per cent of oil in S) + Fx(per cent ef oil

in F) •
Rx(per cent oil in K) + Rx(per cent ot

emma).

Thun the subtraction of the overtloe from any

stage from the solide carrying stream entering that

stage gives a eonstant value equal to the feed stream

minus the niscella, In general this value eill be

negative since the feed stream is usually smaller

than the miscelle, It is repreeented by a point K

lying outside the triangle (lndicating that this is q

an imaginery mixture}, but having the same character-

isties es points eithin the triangle, e,g,, represent·

ing a mixture of the three components, A, B, and C,
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K can be located from the compositions and welghte

cf F ad I, or at the intersection of RS and FH,
A

extended. RIISI and RIIISII also meet in point K.
The underflow is the stream carrying solide.!

In the usual extraction all lnert solid, I, enter~

ing in the feed moves from stage to stage in te

underflow and the qusntity of inert solid is the

same in all stage:. When this is the case, and the

volume of the underflow is oonstant, as it usually

is in a countercurrent process, the compositio of

all possible underflows may be represented by a line

auch es xx in Fig. 37. The weight of the o1l•solvent
mixture in the underflow will depend on the specific

gravity of that liquid so that; if the volume of the

liquid associated with the I pounds of inert solid

is known, along with the variation in specific

gravity of o1l—solvent mixtures, points defining the

line xx may be calculated.

The proportlon of liquid and solid in the under·

flow in any particular extraction would usually be

established experimentally. The liquid solid ratio

might, however, be postulated, and, if information

concerning the amount of liquid likely to be carrled

along with the solid were available, this postulste

could he carried out in practice. As examplesz-

1. Sand settles compactly in kerosene and could .
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freed of lubricating oil by a kerosene extraction,

(mixlng feed and solvent, settling solid, pouring off

miscella, adding fresh solvent and repeating), with

an underflow cf 100 m1• of llquid to 100 grems of

sand. This underflow is practicable since experience

wih this system has shown that when a mixture of oil,

kerosene and sand is allowed to settle and then the

liquid is poured off, 1•0 gran of sand will reteln

0•3 ul. of kerosene·oil.
2• Filter paper scrap could not be freed of

lubrieatlng oil by e kerosene extractlon with an uder·

flow of 100 ml. of liquid to 100 grams of scrap.

Experience with this system has shown that 3•0 ml.

of kerosene·o1l will be retained per 1.0 gran of filter

paper scrap. The extraction of oil from filter paper

ecrap would require ten times as much liquid in the

underflow ae would the extractlon of oil from sand.

Where the underflews cannot be represented by

a single line auch as xx, they can be represented hy

a series of such lines, one for each underflow if each

is different,
‘

The utility and application of this graphlcal

method of oalculation is illustrated by the following

examples:-

Case I·A. The underflow is cf costant volume.

There ls no solid material in the ¤iscella„ The
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specific gravity of oil—solvent mixtures incroases

with increasing oil content.

The extraction of accrn oil from aoorn meal

with n—butanol can be carried out in such 6 way as

to be an illustration of this case. Suppose that

such an extraction follow Fig. 39, and that it is

desired to know the number of stage: required to

produce an extractlon of 95 per cent of the oil from

the feed. The graphioal calculation is shown in

Fig. 40, The Extraction of Case I. F is the feed,

A0 per cent acorn oil, 60 per cent inert solid. 8 is

250 ml. of solvent, (250xO.83::207.§ grams). The under-

flow 1s to consist of 50 ml. of liquid plus eo gran:

of inert solid. If extraction were complete, this

underflow would consist only of btanol end inert solid

and would be rcpresented by the point 59.0 per cent

C on AC in Fig. 40. This is one point on xx. Other

points along xx may be located from Table XVII, (for

which the specific gravities of butanol·acorn oil mix-

tures are taken from Fig. 5).

Draw the xx line using Table XVII in the follow-

ing mannerz-

Lay s straight edge along 5.0, 10.0, 15.0, etc.,

per cent oil on AB to C and locate points correspond•

ing to 59.0, 58.9, 58.8, etc.. per cent solid on hess

lines. It ls best not to draw the lines 5.0 per cent
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oil, 95 per cent butanol, etc., to 0 since these

added lines make the final diagram confusing.

TABLE XVII.

Variation in Per Cent Inert öolid in the Underflou
of Case I with Variation in the Per Cent 011 in the

_ Liquid Part of that Underflow.

Acorn oil in Sp. 0. of Weight of Solid in
the liquid liquid in liquid in underfloe,
underfloe, underflow. underflov, Per cent.
Per cent. Grams. V

0.0 0.830 41.5 59.0
5.0 0.833 41.6 59.0

10.0 0.837 41.7 58.9
15.0 0.840 42.0 58.8
20.0 0.843 42.2 58.7
25.0 0.848 42.4 58.6 _

· 30.0 0.851 42.6 58.5
40.0 0.859 42.9 58.3

~ 50.0 0.866 43.3 58.0

Since 95.0 per cent of the oil in the acorn meal
4

is to be extracted the dry_ccmposition ef the raffin-

ete is set ass-

(0 o5)(4o) = 2.0 gran. 011 2.22$
6

* äggg * ine;t solid, _2§,1§%
2.0 grams 100.00%

This is the point RD in Fig. 40.

Locate F in Fig. 40.

Draw ARD and its lntersection, RR, on xx locates the

net ccmpesition of the raffinate from the Rth stage.

Locate point J, the mixture of S and 7.
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J
207.5 grams butanol,S 67.5%60.0 : lnert säl1g,F _i§;g§ -
äggtgrgrams

acurn 0
100.0%

The mixture J is dlvided by the extraction into RH
and M so that H is located by extending RNJ to H on

AB.

F — K ¤ Rg - S, and FM meets SEH at K so that K is
located by extending FM and SRK to their intersection.

Drew MC, its intersection with xx is the composition

of the underfloe from the B + N - l stage, Bs + N_I•

Draw RH + N
_ IK, its intersection with Ab, the miscella

line, is Sg + y,2, the composition of the overflcw
from the N + N - 2 stage.

Draw SH + E
_ 20, its intersection with xx is the compo·

sition of the underflow from the N + N • 2 stage,

RN + N - 2*
Since Rg , B

_
2 lies to the left of RH on xx, two stage:

would remove more than the required amout of oil and

would be specified for this extraction.

The composltion of the miscella, H, would be 18.3 per

cent acorn oil, 81.7 per cent hutanol. The qusntities

of the strsams R and M may be calculated from a material

balance.
'

Case I~B. Calculate the extractlon to be ex·
pected eith two stages under the same conditions as

in Case I—A. Points F, J and the xx line are the
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same as in I·A. Two stages produce more than the

OXtP&¢t10H required in I-A so that a little richer

miscella would be expected. The correct miecella

composition will cause Rg and RN 4 y „ 2 to coincide.

This miscella composition, determined by trial, is

18.7 per cent acorn oil, 81.3 per cent butanol.

The construction tor the extraction to be expected

with two stages is shown in dotted lines in Fig. 40.

The miscella cf 18.7 per cent ecorn oil ccrresponds

to e eo1vent·£ree reffinate, R'D in Fig. 40, conte1n•

ing 2.0 per cent acorn oil.
' The total weight of this raffinate is,

60/0.98 • 61.3 grems .

UT,

40 — 1.3
•

38.7 grams of oil would be extracted

with two steges; which is an extraction of, ‘

38.7/40.0:100 * 96.75 per cent

Case I—C. Suppose that a richer miscella is

desired und the qusntity of sclvent to be used is

reduced to 150.0 ml.,(l24.5 gran:). Again it is re-

quired to oalculate the number of stages which will

produce an extraction of 95.0 per cent of the oil

from the mea1•

The compcsition of J becomes:-

124.5 grams butnol, S 55.5%_i3_;§ Z iääää äääft " _i—i;?£’€
224.5 grams 100.0%
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Locate this point as J' ln Fig. 40.

Starting the construction as in I-A by drasing

RNJ* to K* on AB and then extending FH' and R§A,

_ A ¤ S, it ls found that point K lies so far from
the.

rest of the dlagrem that the construction is difficult.
This construction can be handled by transfer to

rectangular coordinates.

There ls another common construction which can

also best be handled on rectangular ceordinatesg if
’

a high degree of extraction is required from a feed

lee in oil, point H will be close to A end the lines

of the resultlng diagram will be so close together

that it is difficult to be sure of the number of

stages required er of the extracticn effected by a

given number of stages. This case has been illustreted

by Kinney in his enlargement of the triangular plot

by transferring it to rectangulsr coord1nates„ This

rectsngular plot is a disterted triangle, and, since

any point on the ternary diagram may be located from

the per cent competition of two cf the three components,

points are transferred to the two exit diagrax by

using per cent oil and per cent so1vent• 10 per

cent lnert solid is 0.0 per cent oil, 0.0 per cent

solvent. Another advantage of transfer te restau-

gular coordinates, eside from enlargement, lies in

the ease with ehich different scales for the te
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axes may be employed. This makes the handling of

such a problem as Case 1-0 easy.

The solution of this problem, Case 1-0, my

be carried out es shown in Fig. 41. There is no oil

concentration greater than 40.0 per cent to be rep- .

resented on the diagram so that the oil axis does

not need to go beyond this point. The points in

Fig. 41 all have the same significance as those in

g Fig. 40 and are located in the same way. The compos• _

ition of the rich liquor was established es 31.0 per

cent oil in Fig. 40, which agrees with M •
31.1 per

cent oil in Fig. 41. Fig. 41 shows that three stages

will give more than the required extraction.

Solving under the conditions of Case I·C for

the extrection to be expected with three stages Fig. 41

shows M
•

32.0 per cent oi1 and RD ¤ 2.0 per cent 011.

There are 60.0 grams of inert solid in RD so that
BD • 60/0.98 ¤ 61.3 grams and contains 1.3 grams oil.
Tae per cent extraction to be expected with three

equilibrium extraction stages, under the postulated

extraction conditions, will then bes-

(40.0 — 1.3)/40.0xl00 ¤ 96.8 per cent

Case II. The specific gravity of oil-solvent

mixtures decreasee with oil concentration. The

volume of the underflow is constant. Solid appears

in the miscella.



~
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Case II differs from Case I in that the xx line

elopes up toward C- Data on the solid content of the

mlsoella with inoreesing oil content in oil·solv•nt

mixtures must be available. The miscella line will

depend on this data, just es the xx line was defined _

· ’by
similar date on the underflow in Case I• „

l
The trlangular diagram tor the solution of this

case might appear like Fig. 42, Triangular neagrem for

the Solution of Case II•

_ c.

-.

‘>

·
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”
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1
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~ K
Figure 42.

Trlanguler Diagram for the Solution ot Case II
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Case III; The specific gravity of solvent•oi1

mixtures is substantially constant with increasing

solute concentration; Solid appears in the ¤lsce1la•

The volume of the underflow varies from stage to stage,

Solution of this oase requires the same data as

Cases I and II with additional data on the variation

of the underflow from stage to stage, The triangular

dtagram which would be required for the solution of

this case is presented in Fig, 43, The Triangular

Diagrem for Case III. Usually the number of stages

to be used would be known in this case, otherwise it

would hardly be possible to have the required datanon the variation of the undErf1ow•

AmlAm

A A,
Figure 43;

The Triangular Diogram for Case III• —
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vll is beine
extracted from crushed flaxseed, (40 per cent oil,

60 per cent inert solid), with ethyl proplonste es

eolvent. A continuous countercurrent process of four

stages is employed. 10.0 gallons of solvent and 50.0 °
V

pounde of crushed flaxseed enter the system per cycle.

The underfloe from the first stage is 80 per cent

inert solid, from the second stage, 70 per cent;

from the third, 60 per cent; and from the fcmrth,

50 per cent. The oxtraction follows Fig. 42, The

Extraction Illuetrating Case III.

Solid appears in the miscella according to the

following table¢·

_ 011 in Hiscella, Solvent in Solid in Hiscelle,
Per Cent. hiscella, Per Gent.

Per Cent.

0.0 100.0 _ 0.0
5.0 94.0 1.0

10.0 88.0 2.0
15.0 82.0 3.0

25.0 70.0 5.0
5*0

4 35.0 60.0 5.0
40.0 55.0 5.0

The specific gravity of ethyl propionate is 0.968.

What per cent of the oil is extrected from the crushed

flaxseed? What is the conposition of the miscella

produced by the extraction battery? -



~
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The solution is shown ln Fig, 45• The Graphicel

Solution of the Problem Illustrating Uase III, The

miscelle line is drawn from the table, Point J iss-

20,0 lb, oil, 15,3 per cent
30,0 lb, inert solid, 23,0 per cent

rät-? ää:
°‘*"‘

‘°“"°*°"“"°‘ 1-3%% äää'- E32
The construction is very similar to that illustra-

tlng Case I-C, A composition is selected for Rp, which
locstes R at the intersectlon of RD to 100 per cent

ethyl propionste with the line representing the under-

flow from the first stage, (so per cent inert solid),

A If this R corresponds to the point obtained by the

iuterleßticn ef HI to 100 per cent inert solid,
(0,0 per cent eil, 0,0 per cent solvent), with the

underflow line for the first stage, the compositlon

of RD was_selected correctly, If these points do not

coincide, another value of RD is chosen, etc,, until

a value has been foud which gives this required

correspondence, For this problem this value is 0,15

per cent oil, 99,85 per cent inert solid,

R + H ¤ 8 + F ¤ 130,6 lb,, so that R
•

130,6
-
I

an inert material balance gives,

0,8R + 0,041K • 30,0 and substituting,

0,8(130,6 • H) + 0,04ll • 30,0

sclvlng for H,

H
• 98,2 1b,, and R

• 32,4 lb,



~
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the compositlon of R, as read from Vlg, 45 is

80,0% lnert solid, 0,1% oil, 19,9% ethyl prop•

ionate, therefore 0,0324 pounds of oil are

not extracted, being left in both R end BD,
20,000

· 0,034
-

19,9676 lb, of oil are extracted,

19,9676/2c.o¤1o • 99,84 per cent of the oil le
extrected,

the composition of H, the miscells, ie read from
Fig, 45 es 20,4 per cent oil, 4,1 per cent lnert solid,

75,5 per cent ethyl propionate,
T

hess three cases cover at least the more common
examples encountered in the solvent extraction of oil
from oll—bear1ng materials, The graphical method,

particularly when extended in its utility by using

rectanguler coordinates with different scales for the
two xes, should have many important applications, if
it could be shown that systems of oil·b•er1ng material

and solvet react as essumed in the derivation of this
method of ealoulatien, All of the experimental work

of this thesis was carried out in auch a way as to
shos what correlation might be expected between this
solvent extraction theory and solvent extractlon

practice, „
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_s ;„ ~ s•¤-s·„ 3:e; ~ -
E«·a ·«,„=

ßgggggggggg, Ehen the system is carefully controlled,
as it was in the experlments with the ertlficial

systems, sand, scetic acid, water of experiment 1;

sand, acetic acid, dilute acetic scid of experiment 2;
and sand, acetylene tetrabromide, acetone of experiments

3 and 4; the results predicted hy solveht extraction

theory are realized exactly, Table VIII•

The acetic acid, water, system is one in which

the specific gravity increases with increasing acid

concentration, although this increase is so slight that

the effect of increasing gravity has little bearlng on

the results of a graphicel calculation •• assuming

constant specific gravity for sclvent·solut• mixtures

gives almost the same result. The system, sand, acetyl•

ene tetrabromide, acetene, was selected as one in which

the specific gravity of solvent~solute increases greatly

with lncreesing solute concentration, (acetylene tetra·

bromlde is cue of the hesviest known liquid:}. The

effect of changing gravity in this system ls so great

that the assumption of consent specific gravity ls

not admissibles

all of the small scale experiments eere carried

out so that the volume of liquid associated with solid

in the underflow remained conetant. This is the usual
condition in most commercial extractionss The amount
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of liquid in an underflow will depend on the volume

of liquid left with settled solide; or the volume ofE
liquid retained by the solids under extraction con-

ditions of drainage, filtering or centrifuging. ~

The small scale experiments with natural systems,

experiments 5 and 6 with cocoa matter, coeoa-butter,

methylene chloride, and experiment 7 with acorn·matter,

ecorn·oil, uebutanol, gave results, Table VIII, which

varisd slightly from those predicted by theory; 80.5

per cent extraction against a calculated 83.0 per cent,

84.5 against 86.5, 92.8 compared to 94.0 respectively

for these experiments. This variation is probably

due to incomplete extraction of a small part of the

solide -— large particles which were not penetrated

by solvent during the extraction time used. The ex·

traction times were checked by determinations of the

equilibrium time of contact for solid and solvent.

These determinatlons were not as exact, however, as the

analytical determinations made in connection with the

experiments. They were based on specific gravity

determinations or evaporation of solvent from small . ·

quantities of solvent~solute. More careful analysis ·°

mißht well show that equilibriuu was not quite

attained in the extraction times employed.

Equilibrium time of contact was determined by

mixing solide and solvent in the proportions used in
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the experiments for definite period: of time,
‘

(5, 10, 30 minutes), settling for an appropriate ~

period, two miutee, and determining the concentre-

tion of solute in solvent in the eupernatant liquid,

either by determining the specific gravity of this

liquid, or by evaporating a known quantity of it to
‘

eonstant weight on a tared watch glass•

It may be, following Hunter,36 that the deviation

of the pseudo-countercurrent scheme fre a continuous

process was suffioient to acoouht for the difference
T

between experimental and theoretioal extraction.

This does not seem likely since no such divergence

was observed in the artificial systems, in which

extraction was earried out in the same manner.

These small scale experiments show that solvent

extraction theory may be verified exactly experiment-

ally when experimental conditions fulfill the assump-

tions required by that theory. They prove further

that solvent extraction theory will predict the results

of stage extractions with a practical eccuraey for

the extraetion of natural olle euch as cocoa butter

end acorn oil. If the results of a stage extraction

depart from those calculated by this theory, lt is

most likely that equilibrium has not been established

in each stage.
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Solvent extraction theory did not predict the

pilot plant extractions with anything like the ac•

curacy found in the small scale experiments, The

centrlfuge extractione were not carried through a

sufficlent number of cycles to be expected to give

results approaching those which would be predicted
E

for a continuous system, The continuous extractor

showed less than one theoretlcal stage under the c¤n·

dltlons of its operation, Even here, however, Fig, 33

shows a definite correlation between theory and ex·

perlment, When extraction conditions indicated e

higher theoretical yield, a higher experimental yield
‘

was reallsed• Efficiency of solvent extraction, per

cent of possible solute extracted, depends not only

cn the solvent•solid ratio employed, but also on the

per cent of liquid in the underflow, Sclvent—solid

ratio lndicetes greater extractlon in experiment 9

than in experiment ll, Table XVI and Fig, 32, whichl
ls opposite to that experimentally obtained, Solvent

extractlon theory shows that the extraction trend in

these experiment: is the one ehich would be expected,

Fil, 33. ‘
Sclvent extraction theory provides a useful

criterion by which an extraction may be judged, An

extraction may be good or bad depending on shether
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much or little of the deeired materlal hes been re-

moved, If the results cf a bad extraction agree

with those calculated by theory the fhult lies, not

in the manner in ehich the extraction eas cerried cut,

but in the extraction conditions. The extrection in

experiment 1, 65,2 per cent of the solute, eae not

pertioularly good, Theory predicted an extraction of

67,2 per cent in this experiment and this agreement

between theory and practice shoes that the msnner of

carrying out the extraction eas not at fault, Ex-

traction in experiment 2, 82,6 per cent, is better

than that in experiment l and the improvement is due

to a change in the operating conditions, increase in

so1rent~feed ratio and an increase in the number of

extraction etages.

When the results of an extraction are poorer than

those predicted by theory, there is something erong

with the manner in uhich the extraction is carried out,

Extraction in experiments 6·8 was poor, varying frm

20,8 per cent to 35,8 per cent, and was more than 15

per cent lover in each experiment than that predicted

by extraction theory, The character of the feed was

changed in experinents 9•11 end better results, ex-

traotions of from 62,3 per cent to 71,8 per cent of

the solute were obtained,
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V,.
CUECLUSIONS

Preparation ot Material for Extraction

1, There ie a great variation in the oil con-

tent of aeorne dependinz on the condition of the

nnte, Sound nnt meets contain 36,0 to 40,0 per

cent oil, Sprouted nut meat: contain some to no oil,

depending on the extent of growth, The oil content

of wormy nnts depende on whether all er part of the

meat has been eaten,

2, Tere were 74,6 per cent sound nnte, 7,7

per cent sproutedunute and 17,7 per cent wormy nnte

in 140 pounda of the acorne of Quercus catesbaei

from Gaineeville, Florida,

3, There were 41,2 per cent sound nnte, 27,3

per cent spronted nnte and 31,5 per cent eermy nnte

— in 78,75 pounde of mixed aoorne from Andersen, South

Caroline,

4, Creeking aoorns with a hammer, renoving the

shell: by hand end grinding the meets in a hamer

mill producer 12,98’pounde ef aeorn meal from 45,39

peunds of nuts,

5, Cracking ecorns in a two roll nill, sep-

aratlng the ehelle from the meets in a air separater

and grinding the neate in e hammer mill produees 32,1

ponnds of eoorn meal from 73,25 pounde of nnte,
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- 6. Passing acorns through a wlnover and fan-

ner separates the meat from the hulls. 682 pouds

of acorns yields 366.5 pounds of acorn meets.

7. Expelling part of the oil from 366.5 pounds

. of acorn meets in an Anderson Duo Expeller gives 8.6

pounds of acorn oll and 355 pounda of expeller ecke.

8. Crushing 355 pounds of expeller cake in a

_ two roll mill and screanlng the crushed cake yields

172 pounds of material which is passed by a Quarter

inch screen and retained by an eighth inch screen.

Extraction of Acorn Oil

1. Acorn oil can be extracted to the extent

of 92.8 per cent from acorn meal on a small scale

employing n-butanol as eolvent and using a three

stage pseudo-countercurrent extraction schema.

250 ml. wide-mouthed bottles can be used as mixing

veesels and a Buechner funnel can be used to sep-

arate liquid from solide.

2. acorn oil can be extracted from acorn meal

on a pilot plant scale employing one gallcn porce-

lsin ball mill ßars as mlxing vessels and a Tol-

huret T•7893 centrifuge to separate solide from

liquid. 5.7 pounde of oil can be obtalned from

26.0 pounds of acorn meal using n-butanol es solventg

an extraction of 57.0 per cent of the oil in the meal.
‘
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3. Acorn oil can be extraoted from acorn meal

using a eontinuous extractor in which the solid mn-

terial ls carrled up a 25° slope in a two inch pipe,

against a oeunterflou of solvent, by Ho. 45 C·1

flights and Ho. 45 malleable detachsble links. This

meal is not a suitable feed for this extractor since

lt packe against the eldes of the pipe end is not

moved continuously through the extractor. 2.47

pounds of oil can be obtalned from 21.0 pounds of e-

corn meal using n·butanol as solvent; an extraction

of 29.4 per cent of the oil in the meal.

4. Acorn oil can be extracted with n·butanol

from the plus one eighth inch minus one quarter inch

screen sized crushed expeller cake in the continuous

extractor. This feed is suitable for this extractor.

It does not pack against the sides of the pipe and

moves continuously along with the chain. 1.16 pounde

of acorn oil can be extraeted from 9.5 pouds of ex-

peller-cake, 68.6 per cent of the oil in the cake.

Solvent and Oil Recovery V

1. Solvent can be removed from mixturee of a·

eorn oil end n—butanol by vacuum distlllatlon fol-

lowed by vacuun steam dlstillation.

2. The oil can be freed of water soluble im- w

purities and suepended solide by washing with enter.
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This eashing gives an oil with an acid number of 5.6.

3. The acid number ot the water—washed oil can

be reduced to 2.6 by alkali refining.

4. n-Butanol can be recovered from solvent wet

extraction reaidue by Vacuum drying in a J. P. Devine

Company's No. 1468 Vacuum dryer.·

Extraction Theory Applied tc the
Extraction of Acorn Oil

1. Extraction theory prediots an extracticn ct — ‘

94.0 per cent of the oil present in the meal for the

three stage small scale extractions, which compare:

favorably with the 92.8 per cent extrectien exper-

imentally realized.

2. Extraction theory indicates an extraction

for the centrituge extraotions which is within 4.5

per cent of that realized in the experiment which

agrees best with that theory and which is 20.8 per _

cent above that obtained in the experiment which 4

gives the worst agreement between theory and practice.

3. Extraction theory cannot be applied to a

continuous extractor until the number ot theoreti-

cal stage: n that extractor has been d•ter¤in•d•

Operated es it eas, in the extraction ot acorn eil,

there was less than one theoretical stage in this ex-

tractcrn *e „ V
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The Relation beteeen the Extrection of Cocoa
Butter and the Extraction of Acorn 011

1, Cocoa butter can be extrected on a small

scale from cruahed expeller cake in e three stage

pseudo•countercurrent operation using both Skelly-
'

solve C and lethylene chlorlde as solvents, 5In te

first case 80,5 per cent of the cocoa-butter present

in the feed is extracted, compared to 83,0 per cent

extraction predicted by solvent extraction theory, e

The second case gives 84,5 per cent extraction; com-

psred with a theoretieal 86,5 per cet, Solvent ez-

trsction theory predicts the extraction to be expect-

ed with one solvent es well as elth another,

2, Pilot plant extractions of 12,7 pounde of ex-

peller ceke containing 1,46 pounds of cocoa-butter

sit n-butanol as solvent using the centinuous ex-

tractor produce 0,57 pcunds of cocca-butter; an ex-

traction of 39,0 per cent,

3, Acorn oil is extracted as readily as is

cooos-butter, using the same solvent and the same

epparatus, The extraction of coccs—butter is com-

mercislly successful; hence the extraction of acorn

oil is a practical operation,
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’
VI. S¤¤üARY

The experimental work of this thesis is divided

into three parts, Laboratory Extrections to Illustrate

Solvent Extracticn Theory, Pilot Plant Extractlons of

Cccoa·butter, and Pilot Plant Extracticns ct Accrn 011.

.;n·„;.„.·a· Ia ·g— • „ - .„ ~·

ät§£‘Q§LQß_I¤£QI2)The graphical method of leaching

calculatione derived hy Elginlv and modified by

Kinneyja was lllustrated in its application to solvent

extracticn by using it to predict the results of lab-

oratory scale extractions,

The flrst series of auch experiments dealt with

artlficial systems in which all of E1g1n*e assunptions

were valid. The first of these artificlal systems was

sand, acetic acid, water. L tee stage pseudo~eouter·

current extraotion of 100 grams of a mixture of 25 per

cent water, 25 per cent acetic acid end 50 per cent

sand with 50 grams of water, gave an experimental ex»

. traction of 67,2 per cent of the acetic acid, This

agreed exactly with a graphical calculation for a

theoretlcal extractlon under similar cendltlons, A

three stage paeudo·countercurrent extraction of 125

grams of a mixture of 40 per cent water, 20 per cent

acetlc acid, 40 per cent sand with 100 grams of
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2•5 per cent acetic acid gave an experimental ex-

tracticn of 82.6 per cent ot the acetic acid present

in the original mixture, in agreement with the cal-

oulated theoretical extrsction.

The second ct the artiticial systems eas sand,

acetylee tetrabromide and acetone. A three stage

pseudo-countercurrent extraction ot 100 grams cf a

mixture ot 25 per cent sand with 100 ml. cf acetene

gave an experimental extraction ct 92•8 per cent ot

the acetylene tetrabromide in the mixture. A similar

four stage extracticn ot the same amount ot this mix-

ture eith the same amount of acetone gave an experi-

mental cxtraction cf 95.0 per cent cf the acetylene

tetrabrcm1de• These experimental values agreed ex-

actly with graphical calculaticns for thecretical ex~

tractions under conditios similar to those ot these

experiments•

The second series cf laboratory extractions dealt

with natural systems in which E1gin*s assumptions

might or might_nct be valid. The first ot these hat-

ural systems was Bkellysclve C, cocca-Butter, inert

cccoa•material„ A three stage pseudo-ccuntercurrent

extracticn cf 50 grams of solid material containing

8.19 per cent ot cccoa~butter and 75 ml• of Skelly-

sclve C with 100 ml. ct Skellysolve C gave an ex-
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trection of 80.5 per cent of the cocoa·btter, as com•

pared with 83.0 per cent predicted by a graphical ce1~

oulation for a theoretical extraction under sinilar

conditions.

A second cocoa·butter extraction was similar to

the first except that methylene chloride was used ae

the solvent instead of Skellysolve C. The same amount

of solid material, 50 grams, containing 7.0 per cent

of cocoa•butt•r and 75 ml. of methylene chloride.

84.5 per cent cf the coooa-butter was extracted as

compared with 86.5 per cent predicted hy calculation.

Acorn oil was extracted from acorn meal with

n·butanol ln a three stage pseudo»countercurr•nt proc-

ess with a Buechner funnel used as an interstage

filter. 40.0 grams of meal was shaken with 80.0 grans

of solvent for 15 minutes; the mixture eas then

poured into the Buechner funnel and filtered dry. The

solid material was removed from the funnel to be ex-

tracted twice more, following the pseudo·counter·

current schaue. The meal contained 36.0 per cent of

ecorn oil and 92.8 per cent of this oil ses •xper—

imentally extracted, compared to an extractio of 94.0

per cent predicted by a graphical oalculation for a

theoreticel extraction under the experimental con·

ditions.
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n•Butano1 was found by this experiment, and

other prellminary experiments, to be a satisfactory

solvent for the removal of acorn oll from acorn mesl.

It was selected for the large scale extractlon stud-

ies because it has a comparatively high flash point,

· 90°F.. it ie not toxic, it can be removed from sol-

vent oil•m1xtures without great difflculty, and it

could he obtalned in the quantities necessary for

this work.

e, ;» ·1 ~g Pour

pilot plant extractions of cocoa butter from crush-

ed expeller cake were made. These extractions were

carried out to test the performance of the contlnuous

chain extractor and to provide data which would en-

able a comparison to ba made between the extrsction

of cccoa butter from cocoa expeller cake and of acorn

oil from acorn meal and acorn expeller cake.

The crushed oocoa expeller cake was produced by

passing cocoa beans through the Anderson Duo Ex-

peller cycle ehosn in Fig. 46. It is the same material

that Bockwood and Company have successfully extracted

since 1938. The expeller cake eas supplied by this

company.

12.7 pounds of cocos expeller cake were ex-

tracted with 24.0 pounds of n·butanol to produce
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0,58 pounds of oocoo—butter, an average extraotion

of 38,8 per cent of the oocoa·butter in the feed,

· ‘
fee ßmoa #1 •f ;o mu * Acorn

oil has been produced on a pilot plant scale from

752,5 pounds of acorns. The process employed in

this pilot plant study coneists of three steps:

preparation of acorns for extractio, extraction of

acorn oil, and, solvent and oil recovery. The op-

erations oonstitutlng these three steps are present-

ed in the quantitative flow diagrams; Fig. 46, Prep-

aration of Aoorns for Extractiong Fig. 47, Extractio

of loorn 011; and Fig, 48, Solvent and Oil Recovery.

The results of the pilot plant operations are givenl
in these same flow diagrams, ·

The acorns were obtained in es nearly a camer-

cial manner es possible by offering a price of hree .

oents a pound for them, Three hundred and sixty-one
l

.

pounds of the nnte of Quercus catesbaei and Quercus
A

Virginiens sere procured from Gainesville, Florida,

Five hundred pounds of a mixture of White, Red and

Spanish Oak aoorns came from Anderson, South Carolina,

The following equipment eas used in the opera-

tions shown in Fig. 46:- p
ggllg, Sturtevant Ho, TR 32 Two Roller hill,

§ggg;;_§;1l, Raymond Ho, 40127 Laboratory Hammer

Hill,
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5;;_§ggggg3g;, Raymond Ko, 41344 Laboratory

Mechanical Separator,

Built by J, H, Lehman for

Rockeood and Company, This machine conbines a

roll for cracking and crushing the nuts with a

revolving screen for separation of different

sised psrtlcles and an air blast for blosing

the light hull fragnenta asay from the heavier

nut neats•

§gg_§;p;llg;,„ A V, D. Anderson Conpany's Duo

Expeller•

The equipment shown in Fig, 47
1s•·

A mixer, an Eimer and

Amend No, 8-390 porcelain ball mill Jar of one

gallon capacity, This jar eas rotated in a

double motor driven Jar mill, as furnished by

Paul 0, Ahbe Inc, Solide were eeparated from

solvent in a Tolhurst äo• T-7893 centrifuge,

This apparatus was con»

structed as part of the work of this thesis,
I

It consisted essentially of a fourteen foot

length of teo inch standard galvanised steel

pipe bent so that a short section eas vertical

with the horizontal plane and a long inclined

section beyond the bend made an angle of about
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25° with this plane, A 28& foot contlnuoue

chain made up of No, 45 malleable detachable

linke with No, A5 C·l flights every fourth

link ran in at the top of the vertical sec•

tion, up the inclined section end out at the

top of this letter section, The extracticn

section, that part ef this inoline from the

bottom of the bend to the solvent inlet, was

6i feet long, The solid material being ex•

tracted was oarried up the incline by the

chain against a counterflow of solvent, There

eas a 3§ foot drainage section above the sol~

rent inlet, The chain carried the solide

through this drainsge section before running

out of the pipe and drepping the dreined eol·

ide onto a discharge apron• Themisoellaflored

out of the vertical section at the so1•

rent inlet level,

The equipment used in the steps represented in

Fin, 48 iss-

gjggg, F, J, Stokes Co, vacuum still with con-
denser and vacuum receiver, No, 84260«

1ggggg_Q;gg;, J, P, Devine Co,, Ho, 1468,

];gggg_§g¤p, Kinney Hfg, Co, VSD, 5:5 Vacuuh

Pump,
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Three tec liter laboratory

separatory funnels, glass.

The miscella was distllled under a vacuum of 25

inches of mercury. Solvent, n·butanol, was recover-

ed by this operation. The still was equipped so

that steam could be blown through the charge and

traces of solvent were removed from the acern oil by

steaming out under vacum. After this operation e

2 inch gate valve at the bttom of the still see

opened and the residue was discharged. This residue

divided into two layere, an upper acorn oil layer,

and a lower water layer. The aoorn oil was freed of

impuritles auch es iron tannate and suepended solide

hy washing with water until the wash water was un·

colored.·

Approximately three gallons of crude acorn oil

were produced by these pilot plant operations, (about

half of this oil resulted from work reported in this

thesis, and the rest came from eoorn meal and acorn

expeller cake processed in preliminsry experimenta).

A sample of this crude acorn oil from Quercus

catesbaei had the following characteristios•·

Specific gravity at 25°C., 0.907, index of re-

fraction at 25°C., 1.4677, acid no. 5.6, saponifice•

tion nuber 190 and iodine number (Wi3s*) 106.
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It was refined to give an oil of:—

Specific gravity at 25°C,, 0,903, index of re•

fraetion at 25°C,, 1,4684, acid number 2,6, aapon·

ification number 188 and iodine number (Wi3e*) 107,

In addition to the oil prepared by the pilot

plant extrections, there were eight pounde of oil

colleoted from the expelllng operation with the V, D,

Anderson Duo Expeller at Rookwood and Company, This

expelled oil was filtered to free it from a small

amount of solid material to give an oil ofa·
A

Specific gravlty at 2506, of 0,907, index of re~

fraetion at 25°C, of 1,4669, acid number of 29•S,

aapeifieatien number 192 and lodine number (WiJa*)

105,

A total of 861 pounds of acorns eere handled in

these studies of acorn oil extraotion, Of this total

752,2 pounds were processed in pilot plant experi-
l

mente, The difference between these two figurea,

108,5 pounds, repreaenta material used in prelim·

inary studies and eormy or sprouted nuts which were

discarded, Not all of the acorn meat obtained from
6

the 752,5 pounds of nuts was extraoted to produce

aoorn 011, Only 23,1 pounds of cruahed expeller cake,

of the 172 pounds available for extraction, were used,



Aoorn oil was extrected from 49.1 pounds of

aeorn o11—beari¤g material to glve 9.32 peunds of

crude ecorn oil.

Acorn oil eas expelled frcm 682 pounds of acoru

meat te give 8.0 pouuds of crude acoru 611.
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